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materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book

often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often time-
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act agrees to release Azurite Press, Trustees, the AP Regents Council, authorized Kathara Sic-

ent to Liability Release in regard to involvement with EOMC teachings, techniques and
technologies.

Consent of Liability Release represents a reiteration in specific written format of previously
provided

Conditions of Liability Release stated here within is accepted and enacted as such upon

Conditions of Liability Release, it is suggested and recommended that one choose at this
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materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book

often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new EOMC teachings are often time-
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2012 with the release of Star Seals I Vortex Seals 1-6 and Activation

6/2017, with release of Star Seal/ Vortex Seal land Activation of the Gaian
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Primary Vortices progressively release, opening Earth"s EM fields to those of Tara and Gaia.
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Star Crystal Seals release via frequencies from the Stellar Bridge, the Seed Crystal Seals

Shield H-Beam releases through the Stellar Bridge · ·· \ opening Universal

Beam triggers the release of Universal Star Crystal Seals, and those of the planets

H-Beam Is released, the 3 Star Crystal Seals In Its Shield will open,
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4. The progressive release of the Star Crystal & Seed Crystal Seals, opening of



the Planetary Shields releases the phase-lock on the dimensional and planetary Merkaba
Spirals.
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Star Crystal Seal releases, Earth"s 0-1 Merkaba Spiral aligns with Tara"s D-4

Star Crystal Seal releases, Earth"s D-2 Merkaba Spiral aligns with Tara"s D-5

Star Crystal Seal releases, Earth"s D-3 Merkaba Spiral aligns with Tara"s 0-6

With the full release of the 61h Star Crystal Seal, the Planetary Shields and
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Star Crystal Seals release, Earth-Tara-Gaia enter merger with their anti-particle doubles

Star Crystal Seals release, the planet enters Rahunata Phase Merkaba Vehicle, entering hyper-
space
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races decide to release the Secrets of Amenti information and knowledge of Keylon tic
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making the Shield release its tones. The Secrets of the Singing Shields were reserved
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Spirals must be released from the rotational speeds of their Harmonic Universes, so they

together and merge. Release of the 5 Harmonic Merkaba Spirals releases the Dimensional
Merkaba

Harmonic Merkaba Spirals releases the Dimensional Merkaba Spirals contained within them
and through this

Merkaba Spirals are release from their phase-lock in space-time is quite complex.

the Merkaba Spirals release allowing the merger of the 5 Hova Bodies, expansion of

Page:  60

Science technique to release the Morphogenetic Crystal Seals which keep our Merkaba Spirals,
bodies
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called that was released during the technique? • The Palaidian Seal. Vocabulary 1. Oraphim:
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called that was released during the technique? • The Palaidian Seal. Vocabulary 1. Oraphim:
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the Ordination to release the Cranial-Sacral Seals in Chakras 2 and 8, the
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the Ordination to release the Cranial-Sacral Seals in Chakras 2 and 8, the
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merge with the release of the embodied Signet Star Crystal Seals, forming the various

C3-~l1-~~~-- S9 Release of the SIGNET Star Crystal Seals within the embodied Internal
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you. When you release electrical energy in this way, you become more "magnetic",
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Star Crystal Seals releases the planetary particles and Ley Lines from their dimensional
phaselock,

Stay Crystal Seals releases the body particles and DNA from their dimensional phase-lock,
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causing distortions are released from the biological imprint, and a higher level of order

and beliefs are released from the mental body awareness. Your SPIRIT-consciousness will
reflect
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pattern that triggers release of the frequency seals (Kathara Level-2 Crystal Seals)
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corresponding Hova Bodies releases and the 2 Hova Bodies merge, which is the process
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MC15· Universal2 Release of SIGNET Star Crystal Seals within the embodied Internal Templar

progressively merge with release of the embodied Signet Star Crystal Seals, forming the
various
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a Chakra is released, the 2 cones of the Chakra move through each other

Seed Crystal Seal releases, the corresponding scalar-wave points within the Hova Body Shield

Body Shield are released from Dimensional Phase-lock - they are released from polarity

- they are released from polarity by the re-combining of their inherent Particum-

Harmonic above. Through release of the Seed Seals the Dimensionalized Auric Field Levels of

Crystal Seals are released by infusing them with the frequencies/ flash-line sequences of

Harmonic above. Progressive release of the Seed Seals within the Chakras creates opening



and
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activation, through progressive release of the 9th Star Crystal Seal, the Gold 8th -

the physical body release from phase lock within its home space-time vector. Activation
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is activated to release phase-lock on the 12th Chakra to open the personal
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Complex and, with release of the corresponding Signet Seal, the Fire Code comes into

DNA Fire Codes release the natural scalar barriers between particles and anti-particle DNA

is achieved through release of the Kathara Grid Seals. Release of the Kathara Grid

Kathara Grid Seals. Release of the Kathara Grid Seals creates merger of the Hova

the Kundalini energies, release of the Cranial -Sacral Crystal Seals, fusion of the

human biology is released from its organic phase-lock within its current space-time
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which in turn releases the tissue capsules between Hova Bodies, allowing merger to occur.
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that governs the release of phase-lock on the Maharic Shield.) 2. Visualize/imagine
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Maharic Shield and release the 12th-Dimensional Pillar of Light within your bio-energetic
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Shie lds are released, the human DNA Template can serve as a bio-electric
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Current requires temporary release of the corresponding Signet Star Crystal Seals within the
personal

necessary to temporarily release portions of the Magnetic Repulsion Zones between the Hova
Bodies.

human body, requires release of the Signet Seals with the personal Scalar Shields. The
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incarnations before being released from the 3-Dimensional phase-lock of Density-1
manifestation.

allows for rapid release of the embodied Signet Seals and activation of the Fire

be used to release the Signet Star Crystal Seals within the body, which in



and Pineal Gland. Release of the Cranial-Sacral Seals of the Internal Templar Complex

Hova Bodies to release so . the DNA Template, personal Scalar Shields and physical

Maharic Shield and release of the embodied Signet Seals to open the Hova Bodies
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is used to release the 4th-dimensional Signet Seal, allowing the 4th-Dimensional Doradic-
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Chakra and stimulate release MAHARIC of Maharic Frequency from the Planetary Maharic
Shield. SHIELD

PHASE 5. Temporarily release the Signet & Cranial-Sacral Kundalini Seals CURRENT and
activate
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Seal that controls release of 41h Dimensional frequency- Phase-1 Doradic Current- into the
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creates a reciprocal release of the Signet Star Crystal Seals and Cranial-Sacral Kundalini
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may begin to release. In lovingly, calmly, but firmly confronting poor behavior and setting
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Body merger and release of the Cranial-Sacral Kundalini Star Crystal Seals. Once set
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implies that I release the Facilitator, the Kathara Alliance, the Azurite Press MCEO and

System Manual. This release from liability pertains only to the applications of Kathara Healing
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EXHALE it to release it around body into auric field . Next, massage your
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Current requires temporary release of corresponding Signet Star Crystal Seals in the Kathara
Level-

required to manually release the Signet Star Crystal Seals to activate Triadic Healing Currents.

until January 2000. Release of the Signet Seals also activates dormant Strands in the

DNA Template and releases the Cranial-Sacral Seals on the Kundalini Energies. Kathara
Healing
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the PBIS to release the Signet Seals of the Internal Templar Complex, which allows
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Emerald Kundalini Awakening releases Fire Codes 1 & 4 (A) Amethyst Kundalini Awakening

Amethyst Kundalini Awakening releases Fire Codes 7, 10 & 12 (Diagram presents simple
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• Greater heat release, thus cooler internal temperature. • Natural attribute of transmitting
greater
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• Less heat release, thus warmer internal temperature. • Natural characteristic of drawing
greater
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Kundalini Seals are Released via activation of the 12-Strand DNA Template). D 1
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systematically induce temporary release of the Cranial-Sacral Kundalini Seals (Pineal Gland &

in their natural Release-Sequence, allowing for temporary and progressive embodiment
(nano-second
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Sacral Seals are released, through activation of the Signet Star Crystal Seals that govern
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polarization, must be released . Release of the Signet Star Crystal Seals allows the

be released . Release of the Signet Star Crystal Seals allows the frequency spectra

Masters Kundalini Activation releases the Density-2 4th-Dimensional Green Signet Star Crystal
Seal
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Crystal Seal are released, · within the body"s Scalar Shields. Release of the OVER

body"s Scalar Shields. Release of the OVER TONE SIGNET SEALS allows the OVER TONES

Maharic Current is released , within the embodied Kathara Gird, the KA can be
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Seal that controls release of 4th Dimensional frequency- Phase I Doradic Current- into the
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Chakra; this will release on its own because the currents have activated it to

Page:  258



level will slowly release the Khundaray Activation Frequencies through which the Amethyst
Awakening prog
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of Consciousness is released from the synchronized mathematical programs of the Planetary
Merkaba Field,

Current will be released through the Planetary Merkaba Field; the Planet releases "Pulses

Field; the Planet releases "Pulses of Time". NOTE: The linear time experience of

Planetary Merkaba Field releases the next "incoming" pulse of Time, which carries the
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is MINE. I release now all bonds of manifest illusion that place veils of
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this knowledge to release the digressive mutations from the past and restore our intended
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the opportunity to release the karmic loop we hav·e been evolving within
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Conditions of Liability Release, it is suggested and recommended that one choose at this

materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book
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often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often
timesensitive
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sexual" energies and releases phase-lock on the Nethra (HU-1) Merkaba Spiral.

Heart" energies and releases phase-lock on the Hallah (HU-2) Merkaba Spiral,

Spiritual" energies and releases phase-lock on the Quatra (HU-3) Merkaba Spiral,

Page:  41

Consciousness" energies and releases phase-lock on the Mahunta (HU-4) Merkaba Spiral,

Spirals must be released, to allow one set of 3-dimensional Spirals to merge

Merkaba Spiral, to release the morphogenetic field Frequency Seals that keep Harmonic The
MCEO

Page:  42



Merkaba Spirals separate. Release of the Harmonic Merkaba Spirals reverses their direction of
spiraling

and chakras and release the Kee-Ra-ShA (Kundalini) Spirals and Pineal Gland

Vehicle allows for release of one"s phase-lock into one time continuum and Harmonic

Page:  43

dynamic of Miasmic release through Keylontic manipulation of the morphogenetic field are
understood. Morphogenetic

Page:  45

internal fission and releases a burst of polarized energy that becomes the magnetic Particum

of Partiki is released, the original Partiki is replicated and "flashes on", while
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can be progressively released from the human DNA imprint through realigning the
morphogenetic field,
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exercise begins the release of the 1st of 3 Frequency Seals on the Pineal

Dimension-1 0; release of this Seal begins activation of the 1 Olh Chakra

DNA Strand, through release of the 1st Pineal Seal, is the first step for

Page:  55

is built) to release the Morphogenetic Crystal Seals that keep the Hova Bodies and

it can be released through Keylontic Science technique. Technique 5 is designed to begin

This process progressively releases the Miasmic-Karmic imprint from the DNA and cellular
coding,

any residual energies released during the exercise can process out of the bio-energetic

Page:  56

Amenti), accelerating the release of the Seed Seals, within the chakras and expediting
activation

ShA begins the release of the 3rd of 3 Pineal Seals. The 3rd Pineal

Earth"s core. Full release of this seal allows the frequencies of 12th-Dimensional Pre-

in motion. The release of morphogenetic Seals, acceleration of the Merkaba Fields, activation
of

Page:  67

spirals must be released from their rotational speeds of their harmonic universes so that

together and merge. Release of the 5 harmonic MKB spirals releases the 15 dimensional

harmonic MKB spirals releases the 15 dimensional MKB spirals contained within them and



through

MKB spirals are released, from their phase lock in space-time, is quite complex.

the MKB spirals release, allowing the merger of the five HU bodies, expansion of

Page:  68

certain techniques to release the morphogenetic seals, which keep our MKB spiral"s locked
into
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Title : Voyagers I (Intro Section) - Book
Subject : The Sleeping Abductees, Second Edition (Intro Section only, ruman

numeral pages)
Author : Ashayana Deane
Keywords :
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and once again released me from Intruder manipulation tactics. Later in 1983 the Intruder

Page:  30

was permitted to release data on the existence, content and history of the 12

Page:  32

Ur and GA released Ashayana from her childhood Vow of Silence, and requested her

2. Following first release of the Voyagers Books in May 1999, Ashayana continued further

Page:  34

Emerald Covenant. Since release of Voyagers Volumes 1 and 2 in May 1999, to

Page:  35

discs activate to release their stored data in the chosen form of holographic, audio,

Page:  40

will continue to release their commissioned translations of the COTPlate teachings into the
public
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will trigger the release of the new memory into awareness. Such memories can also

Page:  72

trapped energies are released. Perhaps now you will be able to comprehend the serious

Page:  100

and the energy released by these code firings could not be filtered into the

Page:  111

animation" then slowly released into your (and other) systems. Over time the process

Page:  120

events and thus released and healed. As the mal-aligned electrical impulse patterns are

are assimilated and released through the conscious mind, so too will be the biological,

Page:  123

awareness will not release to the conscious mind data that it is not yet

it will not release the memory in its true form. However, if the body

Page:  129

that involve conscious release of cellular memory). The cells that you stimulate will indeed
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Title : Beyond the Veils (Transcript)
Subject : Transcript for the Beyond the Veils workshop, includes session with AZara
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :
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may find a release coming up. Behind it you"ll find joy I will tell

we begin to release the fear imprint, this is going to be something later

Page:  7

are meant to release the emotional body seals. So if you find you cannot

Page:  15

therapy and people release all that stuff so whatever you need to do. If

Page:  20

it needs to release from your core Emotional Body imprint. If you want to

of the burden released. That is the first part of the burden to release.

the burden to release. There is another part that is even more traumatic, but

Page:  21

acceptance, where you release and you just let go. It is a point where

Page:  22

life until you release it. And then there is the 3rd type of reaction,

Page:  23

cleared with karmic release exercises. At this time we"re just releasing from the fetal

Page:  24

Ask for the release there where you"ll feel more safe And when you ask

ask for the release of the core trauma of Fetal Integration, remember to place

Page:  25

stuff you"ve just released, except for your Access Points so you can go back

now, that you"ve released from that miasmic imprint of the fetal integration process. I

Page:  29



and making them release their holographic pattern which kind of comes out in a

that we just released from the stuff where you"re getting information already on what

crystallized form, you released the crystals. You"re pushing that energy out into your outer

Page:  30

like real heavy-release breathing. But, you know there were people. Other people heard,

Okay, yeah, we"ll release our emotional bodies, but of course we always have to

is deep emotional release work; where we can use the breathing patterns. There"s certain

that will help release certain levels of the miasmic imprint; where there"s a place

Page:  31

like you never release it. I mean how many of these have you done?

to do to release it, is the point. You already know that you"ve been

they said you released it, and you know, it"s like .. A"sha Well, we

A"sha Well, we release stuff; there is stuff upon stuff upon stuff stuck in

the miasm to release, okay. When we go in to feeling the feelings we

there, we haven"t released it. There"s a miasm behind them. So, by allowing those

just have to release the imprint of the energy and move that energy away
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we need to release the fixation Each one of us had a role to
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and it will release the karmic mess that"s between here and there, between the
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Palaidian Seal is released from you, you will begin to be able to function

now? When you release the Palaidian Seal, you are allowing your Avatar Self to

work with this release of Palaidian Seal, simply image-imagine the Kathara Grids or

Seal. When this releases, which we"ll do it in stages, you will find freedom.

Page:  40

for you. The release of the Palaidian Seal has been a long, long time

each person that releases the Palaidian Seal from their own personal time vector of

incarnational projection will release a part of the Earth"s seal and distortion on the
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these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often time-
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perceive ourselves and release the inaccurate self-definitions that have limited our potentials
and

perceive GOD and release our inaccurate GOD-definitions that have limited our potentials to
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often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often
timesensitive
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was permitted to release data on the existence, content and history of the 12
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UR and GA released ABOUT THE AUTHOR iX
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2. Following first release of the Voyagers Books in May 1999, Ashayana continued further
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Emerald Covenant. Since release of Voyagers Volumes 1 and 2 in May 1999, to

Page:  22

discs activate to release the stored data in the chosen form of holographic, audio,
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will continue to release their commissioned translations of the COT-Plate teachings into the
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the Ka, which releases the crystal seals, Vv"hich are part of the Nibiruan stuff

for a temporary release of that, so the frequency can flow through. Then there"s
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Taran Time coding releases for time continua. - 3 - Transcribed by Raha, Sept.

Page:  4

~1veca Code releases two time Now, the Indigos have the ability to contln~

Page:  18

that they have released. They have never been fear-based material. Usually, they will

Page:  19

was the security release information on the Montauk mess, on the fact that they

Page:  20

12, because we released energy at Cue Site 12 in Hawaii and that would

Page:  23

decided they would release this information early. They wanted to tell us and let
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Keywords :
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into activation to release the D-12 Bi-Veca Code program. The Bi-Veca

Page:  7

Drama was to release the Nibiruian Anunnaki " s forced hold over Earth, by

Page:  8

Gate-11 to release the NDC-Grid at Stonehenge. Galactic Federation also instructed the

Page:  10

karmic-Miasmic Imprint. Released from its "Karmic Imprint", the birth soul takes an

Page:  15

prepare Jeudi to release baby Jesheua to the safe keeping of the Eieyani Priests,

Page:  16

the fire, to release its frequency into their home, to provide temporary protection. The
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materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book
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these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often time-
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Sacral Seals are released, through activation of the Signet Star Crystal Seals that govern
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polarization, must be released. Release of the Signet Star Crystal Seals allows the frequency

Masters Kundalini Activation releases the Density-24th- Dimensional Green Signet Star Crystal
Seal and

Page:  25

Crystal Seal are released within the body"s Scalar Shields. Release of the OVER TONE

body"s Scalar Shields. Release of the OVER TONE SIGNET SEALS allows the OVER TONES

Maharic Current is released within the embodied Kathara Grid, the KA can be activated.

Page:  26

Seal that controls release of 4th Dimensional frequency- Phase I Doradic Current- into the



Page:  27

Chakra; this will release on it"s own because the currents have activated it to

Page:  31

level will slowly release the Khundaray Activation Frequencies through which the Amethyst
Awakening progressively

Page:  40

energy and a release of the Tension Zone (some dis-harmonic patterns require

Tension Zone is released, you can further investigate the cause of the disharmonic energy

Page:  44

Field is set, release hands and prepare for individual Flame Scans. 6. Each of

Page:  47

Maharic Shield to release more D-12 frequency into their Pillar. 6. NEVER! ...
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materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book

often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often time-

Page:  9

Plate dispensations were released (under pen name "Anna Hayes" - derived from

In 2001, A"sha released the MCEO Masters Templar Planetary Stewardship Initiative Course-
Book. Between

Deanes continued to release A"sha"s Masters Spiritual Development MCEO COT-Plate
translations, via Travel

in 2001, A"sha released the much-expanded 2nd Edition printing of the Voyagers Series
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Fly," planned for release in late 2010. MCEO Speaker-3 Mac Callaway continues her

Awakening"- planned for release in late summer 2010. A"sha"s focus in her commission as

Page:  12

Fly," planned for release in late 2010. A"sha continues progressive transcription of the GA-



Awakening," planned for release in late summer 2010. MCEO Speaker-2 A"san Deane
continues



File : 2001_MastersTemplarStewardshipManual_scan.pdf
Title : Masters Templar Stewardship - Manual
Subject : Templar Stewardship (without roman numeral pages, so pg numbers

should be correct or very close)
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings
Keywords :
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discs activate to release their stored data in the chosen form of holographic, audio,
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will continue to release their commissioned translations of the COT-Plate teachings into the

Page:  13

may begin to release. In lovingly, calmly, but firmly confronting poor behavior and setting

Page:  44

Emerald Kundalini Awakening releases Fire Codes 1 & 4 (A) Amethyst Kundalini Awakening

Amethyst Kundalini Awakening releases Fire Codes 7, 10 & 12) (Diagram presents simple
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received, stored and released in increments into Earth"s Planetary Shields through the 12
Selenite

Page:  104

the center Seal releases and the pair of counter-rotating electromagnetic spirals merge to

Page:  110

the Planetary Shield releases and opens, due to influx of a critical mass of

the Planetary Shield releases, opening the Planetary Shields and core Merkaba Field to the

also begin their release cycle. The 4 dormant Vortices of the 7 Primary Planetary

Page:  111

4. The progressive release of the Star Crystal & Seed Crystal Seals, opening of

the Planetary Shields, releases the phase-lock on the dimensional and planetary Merkaba
Spirals.

Page:  120

Emerald Kundalini Awakening releases Fire Codes 1 & 4 (A) Amethyst Kundalinl Awakening



Amethyst Kundalinl Awakening releases Fire Codes 7 10 & 12 (Diagram presents simple
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Field levels") progressively release their polarization and electromagnetic barriers,
progressively expanding into a large,

·3, through release of the first pair of 3 electro- ~ 134 The
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·6 through release of the second pair of 3 electro-magnetic Cranial-Sacral
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8-9 through release of the third pair of 3 electro-magnetic Cranial-Sacral
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11- 12, through release of the D-12 Maharata Seal. The 3 Parts of
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1----- - are Released via activation of the 12-Strand DNA Template). akra-11
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• Greater heat release, thus cooler internal temperature. Natural attribute of transmitting
greater amounts

Page:  143

• Less heat release, thus warmer internal temperature. • Natural characteristic of drawing
greater

Page:  148

and Staff") to release Anunnaki Nibiruian Diodic Crystal Grid Crystal control over Earth"s
Templar
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were required to release the Nibiruian Diodic Crystal Grid and-Solar Star Gate-4

Page:  152

2003. This will release the D-4 Solar Spiral from Nibiruian control, preventing the

on Earth is released, the Planetary Christos Realignment Mission can be completed IF the

Page:  171

in order to release the Earth races from their Nibiruian imposed imprisonment. The NDC-

Page:  187

Star & plane~ release Univeml SG 4. Sun, from Nbiruian oontrol Recode the 24
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Frequency Fence was released on January 1st 2000, allowing for reactivation of Earth"s
Templar
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Plates for public release on Earth. The last attempts the Breneau Orders made in

Page:  222

9540BC Frequency Fence released. • 1992: Pleiadian-Nibiruians (Pieiadian Samjase-Luciferian
and Nibiruian

12 Frequency Fence released. Rebel Anunnaki groups form and begin using "Phantom Pulse"

Page:  223

drama; pulses slow-release, intended to take effect end 2002-2003. • 2000 January

and Planetary Seals Release begins. (See Crisis Intervention Expedited Amenti Opening
Schedule Chart).

tronic "rapid release" pulse along Amplification Slow-Pulse frequency to attack RRT group
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lnfrasound Sonic pulses released from Phoenix Wormhole and corresponding Amplification
Slow-pulses released from

Amplification Slow-pulses released from Bermuda Base at 3 different times to activate
Phoenix
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"-----./ Planetary Seals Release Schedule 2001 - 2003 Summary Chart 12 Organic Planetary
Star

PSG- SEAL FREQUENCIES RELEASES SEAL} Kauai Hawaii RRTs May 2001 SEAL-1 11/12

Star Crystal Seals release, the dimensional levels of the planetary matter base, to which

Seal corresponds, become released from usual Particle Spin Phase lock, allowing the
corresponding matter

Vectors. When Seals release, corresponding DNA Strand Templates and DNA Fire Codes
activate, planetary

level of their release cycles. Maharic Seal Technique temporarily buffers detrimental effects of
Jehovian

of Jehovian Seal release, but clearing of, and permanent protection from Jehovian Seals can
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of Consciousness is released from the synchronized mathematical programs of the Planetary
Merkaba Field,

Current will be released through the Planetary Merkaba Field; the Planet releases "Pulses



Field; the Planet releases "Pulses of Time". NOTE: The linear time experience of

Planetary Merkaba Field releases the next "incoming" pulse of Time, which carries the
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is MINE. I release now all bonds of manifest illusion that place veils of

Page:  252

in response to release of the unnatural7 Planetary Jehovian Seals implanted In Earth Templar

12 months after release. Use of the Hlgh·Veca Codes and Chrlstos ·

are "time released", synchronized with J-Seal release phases in the Planetary Templar.

with J-Seal release phases in the Planetary Templar. Use of Hlgh-Veca Code

SEAL LOCATIONS and RELEASE DATES: 1. Top of Skull Left Side- MaY 2001 2.

Page:  253

in response to release of the 12 Planetary Star Crystal Seals (PSC-Seals);

a PSC- Seal releases/initiates, the DNA Template Rre Code corresponding to the frequency

planetary Jehovian Seal release, the DNA J-Seals block natural Fire Code and Star

Seal companions, began release in May 2001; all Seals will release-by-September 2002:

all Seals will release-by-September 2002: Seaf programs activate and begin traRsmming in

months after Seal release. Use of the Maharic Seal technique begins the process of
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with J-Seal release. APIN= Atlantian Pylon Implant Network global "microchip" grid. LIPN=

Templar Security Seal released. 2000 May 5: FL Shields Clinic, Solar Spiral Alignment, Earth

"Red Horseman" release, DNA Seals #1/ #2, J-DNA Seals #

"Black Horseman" release, DNA Seal #3, J-DNA Seal #3 Initiate.

Page:  255

Seal #4 releases, DNA Seal #4 Initiates. 2001 September 11: UIR launches

Pale Horsemen"/#5 release; DNA Seals #71 #8, J-DNA Seals #

Angels, 7 Trumpets" release. DNA Seals #10/ #11/ #12, J-DNA

Seal #13 release; Indigo DNA Seal #13 Initiates. PSC Seals# 1 0/#
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14/ #15 release, Indigo DNA Seals #14/ #151nitiate. UIR Dimensional Blend

Page:  257

Andromeda Activation frequencies release in Earth grids (originally 2017). Earth Meajhe Zones
remain



12 SC Seals release, fully link three Time Matrixes. Final 3 "Christos" Stellar
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Title : Dance For Series - Handbook
Subject : Common handbook for all ten associated Workshops (March "02 - Aug "03)
Author : MCEO Freedom Teachings - Ashayana Deane
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act agrees to release Azurite Press, Trustees, the AP Regents Council, authorized Kathara Bio-

Consent to Liability Release in regard to involvement with MCEO teachings, techniques and
technologies.

Consent of Liability Release represents a reiteration in The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series

Page:  14

Conditions of Liability Release stated here within is accepted and enacted as such upon

Conditions of Liability Release, it is suggested and recommended that one choose at this

materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
correspo"nding Course-book

often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals
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released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often time-
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MC15· Universal2 Release of SIGNET Star Crystal Seals within the embodies Internal Templar

progressively merge with release of the embodied Signet Star Crystal Seals, forming the
various

Page:  39

of Consciousness is released from the synchronized mathematical programs of the Planetary
Merkaba Field,

Current will be released through the Planetary Merkaba Field; the Planet releases "Pulses

Field; the Planet releases "Pulses of Time". t: NOTE: The linear time experience

Planetary Merkaba Field releases the next "incoming" pulse of Time, which carries the

Page:  60

Sacral Seals are released, through activation of the Signet Star Crystal Seals that govern



Page:  61

Masters Kundalini Activation releases the Density-24th Dimensional GREEN Signet Star Crystal
Seal and

Masters Kundalini Activation releases the Density-3 7th-Dimensional VIOLET Signet Star
Crystal Seal

Teuric Shields. This releases the over tone (electrical component) of the signet seals,
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least once. This releases the 12th dimensional Maharic frequencies into the embodied Kathara
Grid.
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Seal that controls release of 4th Dimensional frequency- Phase I Doradic Current- into the
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Chakra; this will release on its own because the currents have activated it to

Page:  69

level will slowly release the Khundaray Activation Frequencies through which the Amethyst
Awakening progressively

Page:  86

the center Seal releases and the pair of counter-rotating electromagn~tic spirals merge

Page:  98

the Planetary Shield releases and opens, due to influx of a critical mass of

Plan etary Shield releases, opening the Planetary Shields and core Merkaba Field to the

also begin their release cycle. The 4 dormant Vortices of the 7 Primary Planetary

Page:  103

Emerald Kundalini Awakening releases Fire Codes 1 & 4. (A) Amethyst Kundalini Awakening

Amethyst Kundalini Awakening releases Fire Codes 7, 10 & 12 (Diagram presents simple
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you. When you release electrical energy in this way, you become more "magnetic,"
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the message. Time-Release- Programming is another type of Interactive E-mail in which

Page:  161

Frequency bands through release of the next Density Lock Seals, the D-4 "



space-time vector release, allowing the mental body "ego" awareness to traverse other

which require full release of all Density-1 Density Lock Seals. Presently, and since

Page:  163

Lock-3 Seal releases allowing the 0-3 Mental Body to expand into the

Ascension passage with release of the corresponding Density-Lock Veca Seals. The Density-1

Lock Veca Seal release the Density-1 Eiros activation progressively clears & transmutes the

Seals are fully released, the Density-1 Eiros Flame Silver Sanctum and Emerald Flame
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D-4 through release of the Dimension al-l ock~3 Seal· tram

frequency bands, through release of Dimensionai-Lock-4 Seal; from the D-5 focus

space--time vector release, allowing the Density-1 D-3 Mental Body "ego"
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is designed to release the Dimensional Lock-3 Seal, between the D-3 Mental
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bottom) Step, and release the Hand-Rail while allowing your hand to relax in

Charge that will release the Data-Key. (Use of a physical Celestite Crystal

the Data-Key releases, imagine that your body absorbs the entire Celestite Crystal, removing

Page:  167

while pushing the released Rays of Maharic Current throughout your entire body and outward

Mental Body Seal releases, freeing the D-1 Atomic Etheric Body for merger with

Umbi Lock Seal releases, you may or may not experience a momentary sense of

command "BODY RELEASE NOW-RIGHT", while imagining that you and your Etheric Body

Page:  169

Lock-3 Seal releases allowing the D·3 Mental Body to expand into

Ascension passage with release of the corresponding Density-Lock Veca Seals. The Density-1

Lock Veca Seal release the Density-1 Eiros activation progressively clears & transmutes the

Seals are fully released, the Density-1 Eiros Flame Silver Sanctum and Emerald Flame
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lock-3 Seal release, the 0·7 & D·S Eiros fields
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been opened through release of the Celestite Crystal of Dimensional Lock-3, the D-



(Technique-2): release Dimensional Lock-3 Seal between D-3 Mental Body and

Page:  172

frequency. SENSE the release of the EIROS Wave, or ""E. WAVE" within the
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Lock-6 Seal releases allowing the Density-2 D-6 Angelic Mental Body to

Ascension passage with release of the corresponding Density-Lock Veca Seals. The Density-2

Lock Veca Seal release the Density-2 Amoraea activation progressively clears & transmutes
the

Seals are fully released, the Density-2 Eiros Silver Sanctum Flame and Emerald Amoraea
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Lock-6 seaj release, lhe Density-1 & Density-2 Silver Sanctum D-12

IJ activation wilh release of Angelic Mind awareness. -.,..-.. Density-2 D-tock Seal~.
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4 activation, which releases natural frequency "Lock Seals" on the D-3 Mental

initiates activation. Through release of the Mental Body Lock Seal, the D-3 Ego

Lock Seal cannot release, the Mental Body Ego remains "stuck in 3-D"

Strand-4 and release the 03 Mental Body Lock Seal to achieve the expanded
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9540BC Frequency Fence released. • 1992: Pleiadian-Nibiruians (Pieiadian Samjase-Luciferian
and Nibiruian

12 Frequency Fence released. Rebel Anunnaki groups form and begin using "Phantom Pulse"
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drama; pulses slow-release, intended to take effect end 2002-2003. • 2000 January

and Planetary Seals Release begins. (See Crisis lntetVention Expedited Amenti Opening
Schedule Chart).

tronic "rapid release" pulse along Amplification SlowPulse frequency to attack RRT group in

Page:  207

within 12 hours) release of an Elemental and Figment Attachment layer to be most

Page:  209

fluctuations of, the released miasmic level transmuting back into Primal Sound vibration,
clearing a

automatically transmute and release Elemental and Figment Attachments that are drawn into
the Density-
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Lock-6 Seal releases allowing the Density-2 D-6 Angelic Mental Body to

Ascension passage with release of the corresponding Density-Lock Veca Seals. The Density-2

Lock Veca Seal release the Density-2 Amoraea activation progressively clears & transmutes
the

Seals are fully released, the Density-2 Eiros Silver Sanctum Flame and Emerald Amoraea
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top) Step, and release the Hand-Rail while allowing your hand to relax in

Charge that will release the Data-Key. After 3 Maharic Breaths sufficient frequency will

the Data-Key releases, imagine that you body absorbs the entire Azurite Crystal, removing
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while pushing the released Rays of Maharic Current throughout your entire body and outward

Soul Body Seal) releases, freeing the Density-2, D-4, Atomic-Etheric Body, for

A Lock Seal releases, you may or may not experience a momentary sense of

been opened, through release of the Azurite Crystal of Dimensional Lock-6, the D-
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frequency. SENSE the release of the AMORAEA WAVE, (or "A.WAVE"), within
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Lock-12 Seals release, allowing the Density-3 0-9 Keriatric Mental Body to
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Ascension passage with release of the corresponding Density-Lock Veca Seals. The Densities-
3

Lock Veca Seal release the full Density-4 Amoraea activation progressively clears &
transmutes
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Seals are fully released, the fully activated 4-Density Eiros Silver Sanctum Flame and
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the E-Umbi, releases the Power of the Eiros Flame within the E-Umbi
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... I lovingly release you ... Now, ... always ... and forever, without ME

Page:  229



Wave Monadic Infusion releases the first set of central Lock-Seals within the Azur-

Page:  230

Flame Body, allowing release of the Eukatharaista-Amoraea "Cosmic Krist Flame". The Krist-
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Universes must be released to allow the Eckasha-Aah-Amoraea Flame 13th Pillar to
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Metatronic SeedAtoms will release the present state of Universal Shield 31-51% (Divine
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12:12 Activation releases the Outer Lock Seals on the Eckasha-Aah, Eckasha, Ecka,
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leChateau, France), beginning release of the D13R Metatronic "Blue Sword" frequencies in
Star
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Ecka Star Gate release sequence that would systematically open the Ecka Gates from the

of Amoraea Gates release the AMORAEA CENTRAL FLAME of the Reuchea, creating a massive

the Amoraea Arc releases into our Universal Veca, it breaks into 2 Arcs, the

Page:  239

Blue Flame Current released by the UIR activated BeaST machine. As per the long-

the planet to release the EEOS Emerald Security Seals on Earth"s Templar in the

Seals are not released through "downloading" the Indigo DNA Template Security Seal Keys,

Earth, they will release the DNA Security Seal Keys into Earth"s T emplar, allowing

Security Seals are released by the Indigo Earth Teams, the intended cataclysmic effects of

Emerald Security Seals Release initiative, which will prepare Earth"s Templar to safely receive
the

the Beast via release of the "666-Apollyon" Implant on May 12, 2003
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Pillar" will simultaneously release within Planetary Density-Lock-2. The Amoraea MOTHER
ARC ManU-
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of unholy union. RELEASE NOW from my being, all unintended creations. UPLIFT ME NOW

FEEL the emotional release within this self-declaration of freedom, SLOW THE WORDS DOWN

FEEL any emotional release, The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi



MCEO

Page:  248

be. The emotional release of the sense of freedom will eventually come, possibly AFTER

be, as it releases the pain, anger, confusion, rage, sadness, guilt and frustrated love

humans into interaction. Release the Shadow Dancer now with absolute Christos Love and
absolute
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order for the release and unification to occur. That means that you are denying
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Root Race and release the Seal of 4. The sixrh sub-frequency band overrone

Page:  20

of Amenti would release from DNA strand one and the activation codes/overtones from

Page:  21

auric field. Seal released through assembly of the fourth DNA strand and integration of

of Amenti can release from DNA strand one. Human consciousness lost awareness of its

ofPalaidor must be released before the Seal of Amenti can release, both achieved by

of Amenti can release, both achieved by assembling the full fourth DNA strand. For
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of Palaidor would release in the Aeiran genetic code, the emotional, mental and astral

plug in and release the Seal of Amenti, allowing ascension through the Blue Flame
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of Amenti could release and ascension take place. Until the Seal of Amenti was

of Amenti was released, the anti-particle codes that could not merge with the

in order to release the Seal of Amenti and ascend. The Seal of Palaidor

fragments could be released. An alternative to fragmentation was offered to the races
through

Page:  27

of evolution could release the Seal of Palaidor, but not the Seal of Amenti.
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of Amenti would release from strand 1. Then strands 2 and 3 could plug
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morphogenetic imprints were released from the Seals of Palaidor and Amenti and allowed to

the power to release the Templar-Axion Seal, and would do so only for



Page:  35

systems would be released from the Templar Seals and allowed to end the perpetual

designed specifically to release the Templar Seals, and to protect individuals from
inadvertently adopting

Page:  36

have their Seals released can ascend on this first wave, and be freed of

once it is released from the body. The DNA can be directly affected in
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an attempt to release yourselves ftom the body, for this can actually stop the

the body is released prematurely, the consciousness of the individual may not have reached

Page:  42

Amenti would be released, allowing for ascension to Tara through the Halls of Amenti.
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evolve enough to release the Seal of Amenti from their DNA, which allowed them

Page:  50

and Amenti were released. Release of the Seal of Amenti would allow these races

had to be released. Evolution would take time for races 3-5 of the

on the Arc released. The sixth race Muvarians and their Melchizedek Cloister then held

designed to be released once a certain percentage of the Earth"s population had assembled

Page:  63

which Earth would release two morphogenetic waves, through which masses of people could
ascend

morphogenetic wave was released from Earth in 20,113 BC, the second wave in 17,900

morphogenetic waves are released only during four periods, the first two waves within the

due to be released in the year 2017 AD. The last morphogenetic wave of

Page:  69

Tara) could be released and returned through the Arc of the Covenant, to be
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cycles. Having been released into the Arc of the Covenant portal bridge in 9558
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guardians intended to release the Frequency Fence during an appropriate time cycle period,



once

Arnenti could be released during an appropriate time cycle. Once the Sphere was returned

awareness would be released from the D-4 Seal of Palaidor, and would be

to await the release of the fifth-dimensional Seal of Arnenti. This meant that

Fence, which could release the Sphere of Arnenti from its storage place. The Elohim
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IV, Templar Seal Released From the Annu Races, Opening the Halls of Amenti and
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of Amenti was released from D-4 by the Elohim in 2409 BC. The

peoples would be released from the Templar Seal and would be able to ascend

spark would be released from the Earth core into the Arc of the Covenant,
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of Amenti. This released the chaotic energies of the soul fragments caught in D-
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limitations can be released, and begin to experience the reality of freedom that is
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he could not release the Sphere of Amenti directly into the D-2 Earth
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scale. The progressive release of particles and anti-particles into the morphogenetic field at

cycle constitutes the release of a particle/anti-particle wave of energy. This particle/

represents the energy released as particles and anti-particles fuse, exploded into the
morphogenetic
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this energy is released, the particles carrying overtone frequencies begin merging with Tara"s
anti-
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These symptoms will release as soon as the transfer of time cycles is completed,
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Holographic Beam is released when the portals open during the halfpoint of the ascension

Beam that was released during the ascension cycle at 109

Page:  110



cycle following the release of the last Holographic Beam, completing a full round of

as a new release of the Holographic Beam takes place. The new release of

place. The new release of the Holographic Beam creates the morphogenetic wave that allows
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vibration at the release of the higher pulsating particles and drop into the Unified
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it could not release through the first morphogenetic wave. After 2,213 years had passed
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populations would be released. If ascension of Earth humans could be stopped by 2012,
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Seal would be released in all humans. Mter 2017 the Zetas would totally lose
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Sun appeared to release periodic spirals of energy toward the Earth. This phenomenon was
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Covenant could be released no later than October of 1986. Following the release of

1986. Following the release of the first seal on the Arc, the Sphere of
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to spark and release the Sphere of Amenti by 10/ 1986. It would be
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D-4, to release the Zeta Seal Frequency Fence and to assist the Guardians

groups refused to release their desire for possession of Earth. These groups became known
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with Tara and releases a morphogenetic wave as intended, just as that wave begins
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Frequency Fence was released, so the fence had to be down no later that
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Dracos would not release their claims on Earth. Confrontational force between the Guardians
and

Page:  138



genetic imprint would release the D-4 Zeta Seal from all of the human
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in speed and released from the frequency patterns of which the body is composed.

slow way to release slower-pulsating thought patterns and their manifest discomforts from
your

to find and release them while they are still within the Cellular Memory imprint

with practice. To release your crystallized thought pattterns from your DNA and cellular
memory
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begin to rapidly release slower-pulsating thought-form crystallizations from the body cells and

frequencies of energy released from the thought-form, one can become extremely ill in

and its energy releases, is the point that the karmic imprint would normally begin

then take that released energy, transmute it through D-5 and D-8 frequency
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the energy will release at the frequency level in which the thought-form crystallization

exercise controls the release of energy and directs it into harmonious order. Learning to

and those energies released from thoughtjorm crystallizations will become a needed survival
skill in

cause a rapid release of the crystallized thought patterns stored in the cells and

will begin to release their energies as the pulsation rhythm of the particles of
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time. When you release crystallized thought-forms composed of slower-pulsating particles
from your

Page:  172

of Amenti progressively releases more of the race memory back into the Earth"s grid.
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core. With the release of the first Arc of the Covenant Seal, the Quarantine

Page:  180

Fence to Later Release. On 1111/1992 the Guardians began to transmit the 11

Page:  181

12 Frequency Fence Releases. Earth Guardianship Is Turned Over To Humanity. The
Ascension Schedule
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to decode and release. Following this new development, the odds of the second seal
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4 Distortions; And Release Of Palaidor, Amenti, And Zeta Seals From DNA On 5/

all begin to release with the assembly of the aligned fourth DNA strand. The

Page:  195

of9540 BC completely releases, which creates a reversal of the third DNA strand mutation

and Zeta Can Release from DNA. Solar Activation and Multidimensional Identity Become
Available to
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DNA strand will release through the Earth"s grid on 5/5/2000. This will

the opportunity to release the Seal ofPalaidor, Seal of Arnenti and traces of the

This seal is released by fully assembling the fourth DNA strand. Release of this

fourth DNA strand. Release of this seal allows polarization in the fourth/heart chakra

sub-conscious mind releases. Release of the Seal of Palaidor represents the first stage

in the masses. Release of the Seal of Arnenti allows the body to merge

Immortal Body and release from the 196
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the parallel universe. Release of the Seal of Palaidor and assembly of the full

the Immortal Body. Release of the Seal of Amenti allows the process of fifth

structure. Zeta Seal releases with assembly of realigned fourth DNA strand. The Hall of
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of Records to release its data through the portals of the Sphinx and into

the electronic lock release for the Hall of Records. The Flame Holders will be
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4 and the release of the corrected fifth DNA strand imprint through Earth"s grid.
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will be fully released from the DNA in all whom worked to assemble the
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Templar Seal Can Release from DNA. The fifth of six Silent Avatars is to
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sixth DNA strand releases the D-6 Templar Seal, which made bodily ascension impossible



others through interbreeding. Release of the Templar Seal allows one to fulfill activation of

Page:  209

Templar-Axion Seal Releases from Human DNA as Corrected Strand 7 Imprint Begins
Transmitting

DNA mutation, is released from Templar-Axion sealed humans who begin assembling the
seventh
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Amenti prepares to release this continual flow of electronically coded data into Earth"s grid,

Page:  225

intended fall 1998 release date. Following a joint physical encounter event that took place

Page:  227

the Arc has released, the Arc of the Covenant has opened." Suddenly the memory
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2001 Emergency Release GA A NEW LEVEL OF (CONTINUOUS) REVELATION The information

Series Books first release in May 1999, the dispensation of data concerning the previously

Page:  232

races would be released more slowly, allowing the Annu-Elohim and their interstellar races

Page:  236

agendas and immediately release Solar Star Gate-4 into the protection of the Emerald

Page:  238

described as the release of ancient experiential trauma long buried in cellular memory,
through

Page:  241

viruses will be released among select populations to reduce the number of races considered

once it is released, are presently being imbued into the local atmosphere in target

Page:  242

in the 1999 release of Voyagers Volume l:The Sleeping Abductees, the possibilities of

Page:  249

process of being released, but are beyond the scope of this book. The four
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received, stored and released in increments into Earth"s Planetary Shields through the 12
Selenite

Page:  286

Emerald Kundalini Awakening releases Fire Codes 1 and 4. (A) Amethyst Kundalini Awakening

Amethyst Kundalini Awakening releases Fire Codes 7, 10 and 12. (Diagram presents simple

Page:  299

and Staff") to release Anunnaki Nibiruian Diodic Crystal Grid Crystal control over Earth"s
Templar

Page:  303

were required to release the Nibiruian Diadic Crystal Grid and Solar Star Gate-4

2003. This will release the D-4 Solar Spiral from Nibiruian control, preventing the

on Earth is released, the Planetary Christos Realignment Mission can be completed if the

Page:  320

presses" new emergency release information provided by the Guardian Alliance (GA) since the

of GA emergency release dispensations rapidly accumulated over 400 pages. Meanwhile, our
Planetary Shields

Page:  322

this final emergency release update of Voyagers II 2e, I will do my best,

the GA emergency release materials that we have been progressively teaching within the
public

of GA emergency release dispensations that have been progressively provided since the
September 12,

Page:  323

the GA security release dispensations we were gently shown that not only was humanity
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this discovery was released to the public this year, with expedition photographs showing
breath-

Page:  329

The GA security release data revealed in the Labor Day 2001 workshop was not

unsuitable for public release at that time. They knew the information would generate
unnecessary

authorized for public release was that disclosure would cause the then-extremely fragile and
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regarding the expedient release of data in order to maintain peaceful cooperation from
Anunnaki

Page:  365

had promised to release Earth from Nibiruian subjugation, dismantle the NET and return the

threatening, progressive public release of "ET-Angelic Presence 365

Page:  366

Sleepers. The Anunnaki released the message among some of their channels that "the

for the scheduled release of the Emerald Covenant teachings pertaining to Masters Planetary
Templar

races intended to release the Emerald Covenant Masters Templar Mechanics teachings into
the public

Page:  379

Arc Seal was released, they could "stage a joint conquest of Inner Earth"
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August 12, was released northward from the Zeta/Necromiton-Andromie "Falcon" Base
beneath

Page:  391

Trumpet Pulse was released for WTC Tower 2 and another for the Pentagon, using

Page:  396

Horsemen that are released upon the Earth to begin delivery of the "wrath

Page:  397

four months after release of the Second Seal and Red "Horsemen" (the

end 2002) and release of the Pale Horse is the point in Revelations when
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Seals that do release or "open" via Star Gate-12 (the "
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4th Jehovian Seal releases, the Rider named "Death" upon a Pale Horse takes

emerge with the release of each corresponding natural Seal, due to the Jehovian HD-

Page:  403

four Jehovian Seals released, unleashing the "Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," Earth"s
Planetary

Page:  407



sequentially and automatically release or "open" in response to the progressive Stellar Wave

Primary Star Gates. Release of the natural Seals alone can cause cataclysmic Earth Changes

Page:  408

the frequencies it releases into Earth"s Planetary Shields progressively exerts nucleic stress
within the

12 Planetary Seals releases a progressively higher-dimensional frequency spectrum into
Earth"s Shields, thus

Page:  409

Jehovian Seven-Seal release sequences from occurring. Manual interruption of these
processes would cause

an Organic Seal releases, it takes anywhere from three to 12 months for its

Jehovian Seal has released. If the J ehovian Seals release and are not realigned

J ehovian Seals release and are not realigned to a 12-Code-Pulse before

chaos begins with release ofJehovian 1. "Maharata Current" 409

Page:  410

and -2 release will begin manifesting between August 2001 and May 2002. The

when the Seals released in May 2001. Organic Seal-3 and its unnatural Jehovian

when the Seal released in July 2001. Between August 15 and September 3, 2001,
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When Jehovian Seals release, their frequencies can create disruptions for up to a 1000-

Jehovian Seal-1 release, this region is likely to experience climatic disturbances or
intensification

Seal-2, also released in May 2001, is located where the borders of Peru,

Jehovian Seal-2 release, this area is vulnerable to seismic activity, especially between
December

Jehovian Seal-3, released in July 2001, is located at 70° W Longitude/ 41.78°

Jehovian Seal-3 release. Jehovian Seal-4, the "Pale Horse with the rider

named Death," will release in early January 2002, as will Jehovian Seal-S. Jehovian

Page:  412

be affected by release of Jehovian Seal-4. Release of Jehovian Seal-4 marks

Jehovian Seal-4. Release of Jehovian Seal-4 marks the beginning of the Jehovian

6, due to release in August or September 2002, is located at 70° W
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some humans to release Zeta Seal mutation in race 1906: Guardians destroy asteroid that



Frequency Fence begins release e/1992: Earth"s 2nd primary Vortex- Jerusalem, Israel-
opens. 7/

Page:  444

Seals must be released, to unlock the body"s particles from the pulsation rhythms of

Seals. Activation and release of the Crystal Seals creates activation of the dormant Silicate

Page:  449

it have been released from the Earth"s morphogenetic field and are transmitting through
Earth"s

centers activate and release their seals. These bio-energetic changes cause higher-
dimensional frequencies

Page:  452

field begin to release from the morphogenetic field and transmit through Earth"s 3-
dimensional

Stellar Spiral are released into Earth"s grid, halfway through the Activation, the remaining
frequencies

Page:  455

dimension and can release the Seed Crystal Seals, allowing the dimensionally separated
portions of

Page:  456

Gaia will temporarily release or open, allowing the particle base of the planets to

Page:  457

Crystal Seals will release, allowing the particle pulsation rhythm of the three-dimensional
human

Page:  459

Merkaba Fields spin. Release of a Seed Crystal Seal allows the particles and anti-

dimensional band above releases. Seed Crystal Seals are considered Horizontal Seals, as they
control

Page:  460

of that dimension. Release of the Seed Crystal Seal allows Base Codes and Acceleration

dimension above to release. Release of a Star Crystal Seal activates a dormant Genetic

one Harmonic Universe). Release of a Star Crystal Seal allows the personal Dimensional
Merkaba

Harmonic Universe above. Release of the Star Crystal Seal also 460

Page:  461



Star Crystal Seal releases, a dormant DNA code called a Genetic Time Code or

Star Crystal Seals release. Once activated, the Fire Codes rapidly accelerate the assembly and

chakra up then releases and particles and anti-particles within the dimensional band
corresponding

formed by the release of successive Seed Crystal Seals), merge, forming complex blood
crystal

Page:  462

energetic body cannot release unless the Silicate Matrix is operational. DNA Mutations and the

Seals would naturally release. Then the next Star Crystal Seal would release and the

Crystal Seal would release and the DNA Fire Code would activate, progressively transmuting
the

Page:  463

create activation and release of the Star Crystal Seals, which will allow the Seed

Crystal Seals to release and DNA strands to activate. A minimum of 1.5 Stellar

Page:  467

When Seed Crystals release the magnet1c particle Base Codes and electncal ant1-part1cle
ActiVation

tal Seal below releases, the corresponding d1mens1onal Merkaba Fteld axts aligns with the
one

Page:  469

4 Heart Chakra RELEASES STAR CRYSTALSEAL: # 2 0-1/0-2 Orange Star

4 & 5 RELEASES STAR CRYSTAL SEAL:# 3 0-2/0-3 Yellow Star

1n Earth"s Core RELEASES STAR CRYSTAL SEALS:# 7 0-610 -7 V1otet Star

CRYSTAL. deep space RELEASES STAR CRYSTAL SEALS: #8 D-7i0-8 Gold Star
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to present Security Release data on the Arc of the Covenant passage until the

Page:  3

D-5 Seal Released) Shield of the Arc in their templates. Open Arc of

Page:  4

allowed them to release the 0·5 Arc Security Seal Code Sequence to

potential for rapid release of the 0·5 Arc Seal to initiate expedited

Page:  5

their Arc Seal Release and Shield of the Ark codes to form a collective

Page:  7

that book. Since release of the book, rapid escalation in the interdimensional drama has

the Eieyani to release progressively more information pertaining to a varlety of subjects that

Page:  8

for slow, progressive release from November 2002~ 2006. On July 24, 2002, the UlR

Page:  9

the Arc Seal Release and Shield c:>f the Arc Codes within the personal

Page:  10

The Pentagonal Pulse released through this activation "photo-sonically speaks to" the
Drakonian

Page:  11

The Arc Seal Release and Shield of the Arc Codes As "Plan B

Activation· technologies released in the GDance for Freedom• Program would provide
sufficient personal

the ARC SEAL RELEASE CODES for the Arc of the Covenant Shield Induction of

the Arc Seal Release Codes on December 21, 2002, as the "666-Seed-



Page:  14

Merkaba Field to release thaJr electromagnetic barriers, enabling the separate Density Radial
Body "

time-vector to release Atomic Vector Phase-lock to shift their spin axis into

another time-vector. Release of biological Atomic Phase-lock allows the atomic fonn to

Page:  40

Covenant) Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence Stanz #1 a-ZUR -

Page:  41

Covenant) Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence Stanz #2 a-ShA -

Page:  42

Covenant) Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence Stanz#3 a-Yan-Yun-A

Page:  46

for Are Seal Release 4 stanz Code Sequence 46 Eckasha Axis SOUTH ~thar-

the Ate Sea.! Release Codes must firat initiate in the Shielcb. The •trZ1JR-

the Ate Seal Release 4-stanz Code Sequeoce allows entry Into tht Arc of

Page:  47

Covenant} Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence Stanz #4 Yon-A-Sa

Page:  48

Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence Entry Level Simple Induction for December

Wave" that will release in Earth"s Shields on this day due to consummation of

The Arc Seal Release Codes are. a "4-Stanz" Shield Coding Sequence consisting

The Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Coding implies that there are 4 "stanz",

Stanz Arc Seal Release Codes used in proper sequence, allow one"s personal Shield to

step-down" and release the frequencies into availability within the Veca-Universe Shield). The

Staz Arc Seal Release Sequence activates in the Ecka Shield, and thus becomes available,

frequency burst" will release from.the Ecka to the Veca Shields, making it the

Stanz Arc Seal Release Code Entry Level Induction. Later Eieyani Arc Code technologies will

Page:  49

Stanz Arc Seal Release Codes and their corresponding "Positions and "Tones" at

1 Arc Seal Release program and its PARALLEL 49
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loaded Maharic Sphere) releases directly into each "POSITION" point, a powerful "Starburst"

E-Umbi Point releases another "Electric Blue Starburst within a Celestite bubble" into

1 Arc Seal Release Code has now completed its Entry Level Induction to release

Level Induction to release STANZ-1 ofthe D-5 Arc Seal within the personal

the Arc Seal Release STANZ-2, STANZ-3 and STANZ-4 Codes to complete

Level Arc Seal Release Code Shield Induction. Note: You may complete induction of the

Page:  51

for Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Entry-Level Induction. One may also chose

Level Arc Seal Release with ST ANZ-4 Induction on its December 21, 2002

The Arc Seal Release 4-Staz Code Sequence Entry-Level Induction can also be

The Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Sequence Entry-Level Induction only needs to be

Page:  52

Field AzurA, sparldng release of Ecka. Polark: 3. Gold Wave Infusion PKA Universe Tri<

r.&. for later release of Amoraea Flame 13"" PRier. Gold Wave Infusion cootinoos down

Page:  57

Pic Seal columns release the remaining Veca-axis phase-lock on the Veca Density
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alarm; we would release such statements only in the event that this scenario had

Page:  5

was to be released during our July 2003 USA workshops in preparation for Hethalon.

Page:  6

know that we release to our earthly Speakers only the portions of this information

format of data release on a "need to know" basis. UIR discrediting attempts

choice, to progressively release to our Speakers, and thus to the public, more detailed

paradigm before we released more technical data, in order to deter public interest in

obvious, once we released further technical information. In response to the December 2002
Open

Page:  7

for us to release COT -Plate historical data pertaining to which interdimensional and

Page:  8

that we would release the entire corresponding COT -Plate record to the public

Eieyani, had yet released to our earthly Speakers, pertaining to the subjects of "

Page:  9

Our Speakers began release of a small portion of this data during the Hetharo

Page:  10

would have been released in the Seattle and Phoenix July 2003 workshops, in preparation

Eieyani would have released public warning through our Speakers and simultaneously we
would have

Page:  18

represent the final release of the "morphogenetic ascension wave", that begins with the

Page:  23



thus, in completion release yourselves from, and have opportunity to renew, a sacred promise
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Since the 1999 release of the Voyagers book series, and through the intense period
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will trigger emotional release, where you just want to cry. So, it"s phenomenal, and

Page:  5

are handling the release of information, has to do with - there is still

Page:  7

fact that we released it, and that releases the metatronic acceleration in our bodies.

it, and that releases the metatronic acceleration in our bodies. We have to purge

Page:  8

get security info released, right before it"s needed. So, none of the people who

if it were released, there would be counteractions taken by those who like to

Page:  14

data on security release. Like trying to find the string to pull and it

Page:  21

1999, and the release of the Voyagers Books. It"s called the Dimensional Blend Experiment.
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and then we released it to about 144 people at Hetharo. This hasn"t gone

Page:  24

that we"ve progressively released really, I could say irritates, would be a mild word,

Page:  40

they defected, we released it, we had to. We had to let people know,
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were going to release the Wormwood body from Nibiru, where it would literally come

Page:  44



things that was released from the records, partially I think probably because it"s most

are going to release as much as we are releasing. So, we"re going to
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it with its release. If we can try to imagine that each of our

Page:  68

that is being released. It is heliotalic, and it is being released because these

it is being released because these sites are now activating because of the gridwork

that is being released from there - I get a little tiny dose of

Page:  69

Exhale breath to release The Mahadra Cup within The Heliotalic Ball into The Eumbi
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is in position, release The Eumbi Band Rod and imagine that a Heliotalic spark

Page:  80

The okay to release The information on Keylontic Science, which meant kathara grid science

Page:  81

preparing for The release of The Adhrana band solar cross Orion plant. And that"s

maharic wave infusion releases tomorrow, which is day four, The day after The three-
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are going to release this tomorrow. They haven"t let me know yet if I
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one next, that releases The top and The bottom of The staff, and then

and then you release this one. We are going to do that tomorrow, because
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to be a release of information post-Hethalon, where there will be more information
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what frequencies they release and to see what agenda they are going to run.
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say they can"t release it at this time. What it has to do with

information has been released here. And sometimes, if they knew that certain information
was



certain information was released because of The frequency signatures in The field, it would
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techniques tomorrow to release that final, and it"s not just one rod, it"s The
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which you can release The Kathara Centers-9/4 diagonal center axis of The
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Shields . ~ released, Signet Seals secve as saGates, allOwng tl:ie nne Cycles

Page:  15

the center Seal releases and the pair of counter-rotating electromagnetic spiral merge to

Page:  41

Kundallnl Seals ara Released via activatlqn of the f:Z-Straod DNA Tern lata.

Page:  72

D-4 through release of the. _ "DtmenSional-l.Oc;J(-"3 Sear;

frequency bands, through release of Dimenslona:-lock-4 Seal; trom·lhe D-5

space-time vector release, allowing the Densily-1 [).3 Mental Body "ego"
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lock-3 Seal release, lhe D-7 & D-5 Elms fields merge lo
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shownl . ~ released, Signet Seals serve es • :Gates. alicM;ng tie
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act agrees to release Azurite Press, Trustees, the AP Regents Council, authorized Kathara Bio-

Consent to Liability Release in regard to involvement with EOMC teachings, techniques and
technologies.

Consent of Liability Release represents a reiteration in specific written format of . previously

Conditions of Liability Release stated here within is accepted and enacted as su ch

Conditions of Liability Release, it is suggested and recommended that one choose at this

Page:  9

materials are often released and translated durlng live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book

often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings ·and corresponding Course-book

· materials were released for public review. As new EOMO teachings are often time-

Page:  16

Units as they release from Phasing Partiki to travel between Sjgnets. The proportions :

Page:  71

2 D-41hrcuph release of the Dimension:u-lock-3 sear; linm !he

frequency bands, through release of Dimensional-LOck~ Saal; from 1he D-5 focus of

space-lime vector release, allowing the Density-1 D-3 Menlal BOdy "ego"

Page:  81

activation&~ through progressive release of the!!" Star Cryslal Seal, the Gold 8 ..
Dnnens1pnal

the physical body release from phase \ock.wi)hln Its home space-time

Page:  82

ongmal activated-to release phase-lock on the12• Chakra to open the personal Kalhara

Page:  98



Sub-atomic Structure. Releases Merkaba Field Phase - Lock, progressively aligning the
Merkaba Field

the Arc Seal Release Codes must first initiate In the Shields. The . ·

the Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence allows the Rod & the Staff

Page:  104

Veca Body; with release from the Ecka·Veca Template, the PCM·R

Page:  106

Field levels") progressively release their polarization and electromagnetic barriers,
progressively expanding into a large,

Page:  107

·3, through release of the first pair of 3 electro-magnetic Craniai-Sa.

6, th rough release of the second pair of 3 electro-/ 06.
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·9, through release of the third pair of 3 electro-magnetic Crania/-Sacrel
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11-12, through release of the D-12 Maharata Seal. The 3 Parts of

Page:  120

lvaleln response lo release~~ the 12 Planetary Slar Cry~ tal Seals (PSC-Seals);

· PSC.Sea! releasesflntllales, lhe DNA Template Flre·CQde corresponding lo lhe frequency

Page:  159

adiation Sparks are released from the Ecka-Veca Body Seed Atom Sparks into the

Page:  202

4 throu~h release of the Dlmensional-Lock-3 SeaT; from !he 0-

frequency bands, through release of Dimensional-lock-4 S8al; from "lhe 0-5

space-time vector release, allowing the Densily-1 0-3 Mental Body "ego"

Page:  217

the ohlald to release a photo·poaltivs plrtlketo puloa or+ chorgo light radiation,

lkl unit. Once released the partlcum • & thi partlka +photo-negative units

Page:  236

Units as they release from Phasing Partiki to travel between Signets. The proportions of

Page:  240



lock bond to release. Upon release of the phase-lock bond, the radiation unit

to release. Upon release of the phase-lock bond, the radiation unit fragments from

unit that is released by CaL-OR unit self-annihilation still contains, at its

Page:  241

field shield to release a photo-positive partikate pulse of- charge light-radiation, &

the shield to release a photo-positive partikate pulse of+ charge light radiation, both

patiiki unit. Once released the particum -& the partika + photo-negative units and
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the shield to release photo-negative units, partlka + units cause the unlfted field

field shield to release a photo-positive partlkate Ecka-Lota, via combing the 12
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the DNA manifest Releases Lotum from She-na distortion field for Lotum & /
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implies that I release the Facilitator, the Kathara Alliance, the Azurite Press MCEO and

System Manuals. This release from liability pertains only to the applications ofKathara Healing
facilitation,
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EXHALE it to release it around the body and into auric fie ld. Finally,
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EXHALE it to release it around the body and into auric field . Finally,
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that governs the release of phase-lock on the Maharic Shield.). · 2. Visualize/
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Maharir: Shield and release the 121h..Dimerisional Pillar oflig.htwithin your bio-e_ryergefic

Page:  288

is designed to release the Dimensional Lock-3 Seal, between the 0-3 Mental

bottom) Step, and release. the Hand-Rail while allowing your hand to relax in

Page:  289

Charge that will release the Data-Key. (Use of a physical Celestite Crystal

the Data~Key releases, imagine that your body absorbs the entire Celestrte Crystal, removing



while pushing the released Rays of Maharic Current throughout your entire body and outward

Page:  290

Mental Body Sea~ releases, freeing the D-1 Atomic Etheric Body for merger with

Umbi Lock Seal releases, you may or may nor experience a momentary, sense of

command "BODY RELEASE NOW~RIGHT", while imagining that you and your Etheric Body
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· opened-through release of the Celestite Crystal of Dimensional Lock-3, the D-

1 . . releases Dimensional Lock-3 Seal between D-3 Mental Body and
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frequency. SENSE the release ofthe EIROS Wave, or ""E. WAVE" within the physical
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top) Step, and release the Hand· Rail while allowing your hand to relax

Charge that will release the Data-Key. After 3 Maharic Breaths sufficient frequency will

the Data-Key releases, imagine that your body absorbs the entire Azurite Crystal, removing
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while pushing the released Rays of Maharic Current throughout your entire body and outward

Soul Body Sea~ releases, freeing the Density-2, 0·4, Atomic-Etheric Body,

A Lock Seal releases, you may or may not experience a momentary sense of

been opened, through release of the Azurite Crystal of Dimensional Lock-6, the D-

Page:  298

frequency. SENSE the release of ttie AMORAEA WAVE, (or "A. WAVE"), within
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the E-Umbi, releases the Power of the Eiros Flame within the E-Umbi
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& sparks progressively release the Ethos ROD Seals in the palm charkas (some

palm chakras, to release. Step 11: When the Ethos ROD Seals release there may

Ethos ROD Seals release there may be a gentle "popping" sensation (or

Page:  313

process of miasmic release and transmutation unfolds .. but, whatever you feel. .. take
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the out-breath, release the breath slowly and gently, into your cupped hands, imagining
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& sparks progressively release the Sha-LA-a ROD Seals in the palm charkas

palm chakras, to release. Step 11: When the Sha-LA-a ROD Seals release

a ROD Seals release there may be a gentle "popping" sensation (or
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palm-Flames to release their 45 charge Ecka-Le-eTOR-A Spark. When the

TOR-A Spark releases from your cupped palms, it will Arc directly into the

A Spark has released from your hands (or after 30-60" if you

Page:  321

an Emerald Spark releases from the Le- eTOR-A Seal beneath the Mahadra. Step

eTOR-A Spark. Release this breath gently while bringing your focus back to the
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sides, and gently release the Lotus Touch Fingers Position. "Shake ouf" your hands,
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trigger instantaneous temporary release of the Le-e TOR-A Seal beneath the Mahadra
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A Spark progressively releases the Ecka-Lota Seals in the core of the Ra

Centre core, to release. Step 10: When the Ecka-Lota Seals release there may

Ecka-Lota Seals release there may be a gentle "popping" sensation (or
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EXHALE it to release it around the body and into auric field. Finally, massage
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general comfort. H- release hands from Lotus Touch Finger Positions, from E, and run

Page:  342

Fields Action 1: Release hands from the Lotus Touch Fingers position and allow your
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Page:  11

Knee Point 13. Release fingers/ hands from Lotus Touch position & allow arms/ hands

Page:  12

of Ra Unfold", release the Inhale Internally in to the Emerald Crystal at Chakra-

in Chakra-3 releases a Brilliant Flash of Pale Go/den-Silver Ecka-EyanA

(Sacral Centre) releases a Brilliant Flash of Pale VioletSilver-Pink, Parallel Ecka, AdonA

Page:  13

Spheres: Nadra Sheath Release. Lotus Point-Radis Line Activation 23. Observe, and try to

1 Atomic Pillar releases through Nadradon Cell Activation .. . As the 4- Holographic

of Power Activation, release of the Sextant Pin, Rising of the Ethos and Return

the Sextant Pin releases, to reinstate the Potential of Natural, Eternal-Life, Tii-E-"

Sextant Pin is released, and Ethos Pillar Ascent is Initiated, Etheric-Atomic Healing, Recharge

Page:  16

the Ra Centre releases a Starburst Flash of Pale Violet-Silver-Pink Light. 3

the Ka Centre releases a Starburst Flash of Pale Golden-Silver e-TOR-A

Page:  17

upward through the released "Green-witch" reversed Ethos-1 /3"d-Denisty

Page:  18

Sub-harmonic Spark release a -90- Subharmonic Charge Spark Pulse- into the PCM

Sub-harmonic Sparks release a 90-Charge Subharmonic Spark from the Pillar of Power

Page:  19

initiates Nadra Seal Release and AdOR-A Flame Current Atomic Etheric Activation. This sets

Page:  20

1 .5 Seal Release- and- initiation of Nadra-AdOR-A 180 Flame Current. Complete



Page:  24

- 2-Sparks release into Seed Atom, & Seed Atom accelerates ( 90-Charge

Page:  25

Charge Spark-Pulses release into the Seed Atom at the Top of the 6th

Nadradon Cells, initiating release of the Nadra 0.5- 1.5 Seals on the Logos ph

in Nadra Cells release fully, allowing the 180-Charge A-dOR-A Magnetic Flame

the Ethos On", release -ve Magnetic A-dOR-A Flame and build Ethos

on the Eiros", release +ve electrical E-TOR-A Flame and build -
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Page:  14

ad1ation Sparks are released from the Ecka-Veca Body Seed Atom Sparks into the

Page:  27

Density Seed Atoms release their Sets of 12- ShaU-a 45 Bi:Veca Radiation

Page:  64

. Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence Stanz #1 a-ZlJR -

Page:  65

Covenant) Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence Stanz #2 a-ShA -

Page:  66

Covenant) Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence Stanz#3 a-Yan-Yun-A

Page:  104

In response Ia release~~ lha 12 Planelary Slar Cry~lal Seals (PSC-Seals);

a PSC-Seal releasesllniUales,lhe DNA Templala Flre·CQda Clllrespondlng Ia lhe·

Page:  116

remaining to consciously release the Galactic Crystal Body Seals within the Planetary-Star
Grids

the living Indigo"s release the Planetary Seals and open the Sha-LA-a Chamber

Galactic Arc Seal release. If the Indigo Sun Anchoring Team is successful, and can

Page:  117

Seals. With the release of the last 3 Trinity Gate Seals on the Arc-

3 minutes following release of the 3rd Trinity Seal (completion of the RRT).

12 minutes following release of the 3rd Trinity Seal, the Sha-Na-TA and

13th minute following release of the 3rd Trinity Seal, the dormant A-Sha-Ra

3rd Trinity Seal release), the Arc of the Covenant GruAL released a Massive Spark



the Covenant GruAL released a Massive Spark of Pale Aquamarine/ Pale Silver-Violet
Heliotalic

of the Sunburst release (33" in all, following the release of the 3rd

all, following the release of the 3rd Trinity Seal) the Heliotalic Sun-burst fulfilled

Page:  118

the Sun-burst released from the Zendradon and travelled the entire D-1/ D-

Page:  121

has now been released. 13 Return to normal breathing and observe that the Khem-

Page:  125

of Power, they release a Ketheric (Etheric-Atomic) Back-flow Radon Current moving

Pulsar Waves (released from the Radon Cells to the Reu-Sha-TA Spiral

and the Chakras release the synthesised Pulsar Wave Currents to the Nadis Lines, Nadia!

Page:  128

for . Code release to occur, then remove Right hand from Chakra-1 Spiral

Page:  129

Single Exhale to release ALL 5 Chakra Code Imprint Discs into the RA Centre

for full Code release to occur. 9. Return to natural "Surface breathing" and

deg. open position. Release the hands from the Lotus Touch Fingers Position as you

the Mahadra, and release "Praying hands" as the breath reaches the Mahadra. Chakra
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2 28 Emergency Release GA- Voyagers 2, Chapter 13 VV-2/B Chapter 13

Page:  65

11 Planetary Seals Release Schedule - 2001-2003 Summary Chart SAS-S up 12

12 Planetary Seals Release Schedule - 2001-2003 Summary Chart KA1-Sup 12 Planetary

12 Planetary Seals Release Schedule 2001-2003 VV-2/B Appendix 5 514 Planetary

Page:  70

Reincarnational Heritage LAL Release of the Kee-Ra-ShA Seal and 3 Primary Currents

Page:  73

- Arc Seal Release FTR-HB 11 Secrets of the Arc of The Covenant

Page:  75

Covenant- Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence FTR-HB 48 Shield of the

Page:  83

82 Templar Seal- Released from Annu Races VV-2/B Chapter 5 87 Templar
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time to help release these Keys seals to the RAMA Passage. Some hold "

others hold ""release keys" for various locations around the globe. Where-ever you

Page:  3

to activate and release. India has the MAIN Pillar-13 STAR-burst anchoring/activating
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Reuche Pillar~13 Releases "Ghost Rider"" Cord in Ecka-Veca Monadic Beam. Starburst

and prepare to release"Eckasha-A E-Cou-Sha FLAME RUNNER cords to Ecka and

Page:  4

em Crystal to release a Back-pulse vertically upward lhrough the Flame Runner Cord

Cell .to release a corresponding Spark-pulse into the Ecka Monad Center Flame.

Monad Center Flame releases a corresponding Spark-pulse into the Andradon Generator Cell-
Eckasha

Cou-Sha Crystal releases a burst of Ad-Don-Dra Flame frequency corresponding to

A Base to release an Ad,Don-Dra FLAME-LINE through the Eckasha Flame

L-em Crystal releases another Spark-pulse upward through the Flame Runner to the

Seed Flame, which releases a reciprocal Backpulse into the Eckasha Base Shield, causing the

Pillar number to release downward alon·g the Flame Runner, progressively anchoring the

unit fragments to release in a final nano-second burst electrrcal s~rge ~

Shield was built, releases, freeing the individual dimensional Keylon unit fragments from
structural cohes1on

Page:  6

a Passage Security Release Ram a Keys opens D-13 aspects of Rama Passage,

Page:  7

to snap and release original Ecka-Veca connection. Release of the Reu-Sha-TA

Ecka-Veca connection. Release of the Reu-Sha-TA Spiral Strand causes the Ka-

Page:  8

hannonic Etheric Seal release in response to shattering of the [)..1/D-12

Band Radiation Burst releases In Dimensional Se~d Atom "Seed Crystal Seal" expanding

Page:  9

Ketheric Membrane Seals Released on Planetary Rama Subterranean Temple Network via



opening the Seeding-

Krist Re-encryptlon releases into Elherlc and Atomic bodies, splitting Dimensional Crystal
Compaction Waves

Page:  10

Re-encryption·releases into Dimensional Etheric Body as Dimensional Etheric Crystal
Compaction Wave

Krist Re-encryption releases into Dimensional Atomic Body as Descending Dimensional
Atomic Crystal Compaction

Page:  11

causes shatter and release of Elheric "Star Crystal Seal" between Starburst-dimension and

Etheric Unit Adhesion Releases forming Ascending Polarian Wave and Descending Sextant
Wave Opposing Planetary

Page:  12

Dimensional Time Wave release from their common Adhesion Point and split into two
separate

Page:  17

the Security Seal Release Keys pertaining to the Main India Doorway of the Ram

you carry will release automatically to gift your Earth mother, as she calls home

Page:  21

a Passage Grids, Release of the · corresponding Ram a Passage Security Seals, Activation

Page:  25

an endeavor would release a plague into both Veca systems that would potentially cause

Page:  27

to purge and release the infiltrated portions of the Mintaka-Orion Veca Monad, and

to the chaotic release of frequencies taking place throughout your Veca. Certain collectives of

Page:  28

Red Pulse would release, and if so how severe it might be. It was

Galactic Red Pulse released, but the ShoSho-Na-TA Jehovian Anu races of the

Page:  31

finally separate and release from each other. If the Metatronic sub-time-wave could

Page:  32

which begins with release of the Planetary D-13 Dimensional RED WAVE into the



Page:  34

rapidly SNAP and release, freeing the Ascending Time-wave and its 9-dimensions of

Page:  35

Crystal Compaction Wave releases. If this Krist Re-encryption can occur before each Pillar

Dimensional Red Pulse releases, the original dimensional shield & i<etheric/Etheric Crystal
Body

Page:  36

waves will again release and "bond upward", each wave "collecting" its co-

Page:  38

how she will release this stress in a certain region and manner. Kristiac races

decision of stress release in reaction to Dec. 20-25 2004 UIR pulsing activation

was to be released was negotiated between Earth and the specific souls groups who

Page:  59

Passage Security Seal Release Keys• (relates to M) 3. BOTTOM Pair (Spiral-

Page:  60

2. ... then, release a forceful Exhale breath d"ownward to the AzurA, then down

Page:  62

of the naveVEumbi, release a 2-Point EXHALE breath firmly from the AzurA, directing

point Exhale breath releases, the Monadic Orbs at the Lotus Touch fingertips will release

Touch fingertips will release a pale Aqu-amarine AD-Don-Ora Flame Blue Spark

Touch fingertips first release a brilliant ·Pale-Emerald GreenlPale-Silver Spark. then a

you observe the release of the two -Monadic Orb Sparks into the k.

in the AzurA. Release hands gently to a resting position and hold the Exhale

Page:  66

2: ... then, release a forceful Exhale breath downward to the AzurA, then down

Page:  67

.. 2: forcefully release.the Exhale downward pushing the E-Cou-Sha Crystal (
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Page:  2

Knee Point 13. Release fingers/ hands from Lotus Touch position & allow arms/ hands

Page:  3

in Chakra-3 releases a Brilliant Flash of Pale Golden-Silver Ecka-EyanA Lig!?

(Sacral Centre) releases a Brilliant Flash of Pale VioletSilver-Pink, Parallel Ecka, AdonA

Page:  4

Spheres: Nadra Sheath Release. Lotus Point-Radis Line Activation 23. Observe, and try to

1 Atomic Pillar releases through Nadradon Cell Activation ... As the 4 -Holographic

of Power Activation, release of the Sextant Pin, Rising of the Ethos and Return

the Sextant Pin releases, io reinstate ihe Poteniial of Natural, Eternal-Life, Tii-E-"

Sextant Pin is released, and Ethos Pillar Ascent is Initiated, Etheric-Atomic Healing, Recharge

Page:  7

the Ra Centre releases a Starburst Flash of Pale Violet-Silver-Pink Light. 3

the Ka Centre releases a Starburst Flash of Pale Golden-Silver e-TOR-A

Page:  8

upward through the released "Green-witch" reversed Ethos-113rd.Qenisty Rod at the

Sub-harmonic Spark release a -90- Subharmonic Charge Spark Pulse- into the PCM

Page:  9

Sub-harmonic Sparks release a 90-Charge Subharmonic Spark from the Pillar of Power

Page:  10

initiates Nadra Seal Release and AdOR-A Flame Current Atomic Etheric Activation. This sets

1 .5 Sea! Release- and- initiation of (\)adra-..e ..doR-A 180

Page:  15



Flames- 2-Sparks release into Seed Atom, & Seed Atom accelerates ( 90-Charge

Charge Spark-Pulses release into the Seed Atom at the Top of the 61h

Nadradon Cells, initiating release of the Nadra 0.5- 1.5 Seals on the Logosphere &

Page:  16

in Nadra Cells release fully, allowing the 180-Charge A-dOR-A Magnetic Flame

the Ethos On", release -ve Magnetic A-dOR-A Flame and build Ethos

on the Eiros", release +ve electrical E-TOR-A Flame and build -

Page:  19

has now been released. 13 Return to normal breathing and observe that the Khem-

Page:  22

of Power, they release a Ketheric {Etheric-Atomic) Back-fiow Radon Current moving

Pulsar Waves (released from the Radon Cells to the Reu-Sha-TA Spiral

and the Chakras release the synthesised Pulsar Wave Currents to the Nadis Lines, Nadia\

Page:  27

Single Exhale to release ALL 5 Chakra Code Imprint Discs into the RA Centre

for full Code release to occur. 9. Return to natural "Surface breathing" and

deg. open position. Release the hands from the Lotus Touch Fingers Position as you

the Mahadra, and release "Praying hands" as the breath reaches the Mahadra. Chakra

Page:  33

Passage Security Seal Release Keys· (relates to RA) 3. BOTTOM Pair (

Page:  37

. .. then, release a forceful Exhale breath downward to the AzurA, then down

Page:  39

tl1e navei/Eumbi, release a 2-Point EXHALE breath firmly from the AzurA, directing

point Exhale breath releases, the Monadic Orbs at the Lotus Touch fingertips will release

Touch fingertips will release a pale Aquamarine AD-Don·Dra Flame Blue Spark

Touch fingertips first release a brilliant Pale-Emerald Green/Pale-Silver Spark, then a

you observe the release of the two Monadic Orb Sparks into the kz.urA,

the kz.urA. Release hands gently to a resting position and hold the Exhale

Page:  42

2: ... then, release a forceful Exhale breath downward to the AzurA, then down



Page:  43

then: 2: Forcefully release the Exhale downward pushing the E-Cou-Sha Crystal (

Page:  49

full-poinf, then release a slow Exhale breath to Earth core, to empty the

Page:  50

SE-da sequence release numerous layers of complex, geometrical-symbol-codes within the
Shields,

Page:  52

Vortex System will release the Etheric, Atomic and Ketheric body Templates from their
present

Page:  54

thought~form is released from conscious focus of attention ... So, before you "

vibrations ... Fullv release this Exhale breath - and - Eiron Cord at the

Page:  55

"Mother-Stream" releases a gentiy undulating "cloud", or field, of Pale Silver-

Page:  56

self Thought-Form releases from your personal "Mother Stream" and enters the Planetary

Page:  58

From the AzurA, release a second 1/3 short-sharp Exhale breath directed downward

As this breath releases, observe as your Bottom 2, Ra-N a-T A

Page:  67

Time-Wave Pulses released from the Monad, which controls Rate of Shield Spin and

the Code. 2 Release the Activation Key already encrypted within the Ra-Sha-LA-

Page:  69

Adhrana. the Gate Release Key for the Eckasha to Eckasha- Aah Arc of the
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Page:  6

the mathematical coding releases for time conbnua. The BI-Veca Code releases two time

BI-Veca Code releases two time continua into each other and the Tri-Veca

Page:  8

blockages caused by release of Jehovian Seals (J-Seals) With the Khu-Veca

seals will progressively release over time • all the way until 2012. The Khu-

Page:  9

the JSeals that release 1n the body It is called the DrU A" jha,

J-Seals that release in the body. Eckasha. Eckasha Is a symbol code, a

Page:  13

21, 2002. It releases the outer lock seals on the Eckasha-Aah, Eckasha, and

Flame Body, allowing release of the Eukatharista-Amoraea "Cosmic Krist Flame. • The

had to be released to allow the 13th Pillar to pass from one God

Page:  14

12:1212 activations released mam loci< seats· Main lock seals have to be

have to be released all the way down to allow the 13th pillar and

Page:  15

that "Mlllld release the pnmary 14

Page:  20

Code technologies we release more and more levels of the Radial Body locks, which

Page:  23

Ecka Codes help release the Density lock seals in the radial bodies so all

the little seals release - this fast way allows the radial bodies to open
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Page:  5

will be being released in these may be "substantial" so TEARS are common!

Page:  14

Ethradon seals are released, all these passage ways can be linked. The people here

Page:  20

line ONLY, to release Ashalum Starburst. 5. AFTER initial encryption is done, for all

"Command", to release Ash alum Pulse. 6. Use FULL command encryption EVERY day

Haah- TUR authorisation! release pulse "Command"} Copyright A"shayana & A"hzayana
Deane, 2006. All
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it. This just releases it as energy and lets it come out, so it

Page:  20

always sad? To release pain, that"s why, to let it go, so we can
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Page:  28

It also begins release of the 2n of 3 Pineal Seals. The 2nd Pineal

of Dimension-11; release of this Seal begins activation of the 11th chakra and

Page:  35

fluctuations of, the released miasmic level transmuting back into Primal Sound vibration,
clearing the

Page:  38

SE-da sequence release numerous layers of complex, geometrical-symbol-codes within the
Shields,
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they just wouldn"t release them anymore, because they were so abused. They were being

Page:  16

once they are released in the planetary grids here, will on the electrical lines,
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aKa- Sha Key release breath. So, give the HaahTur Command, out loud, 3 times:
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Atom which will release the corresponding part of the planetary Tauren so that the

Page:  7

substance that is released on burning substances). Finally on this evening we learnt about
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film, squeezed and released gently in the hand in synchronization with an inhale/contraction/

squeeze, exhale/expansion/release breathing pattern. Practice with the prop prior to using
technique

Page:  2

Exhale breath simultaneously releases within the 1-inch-white-lightsphere, causing the
white-light-

light-sphere to release a gently burst of pale-pastel Heliotalic-Rainbow Rays, moving

to complete their release from the white-light-sphere. STEP 9: Again, INHALE gently

Exhale breath simultaneously release within the 1-inch-white-light-sphere, and observe the

white-light-sphere release another gentle radiant Heliotalic-burst of pastel-Rainbow-Rays
within

Page:  3

the Heliotalic-burst released from the last Exhale has caused the Outer 2-inch-
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hologram, another is released or initiated from the planetary merkaba field. It is the

that the planet releases "pulses of time". An individual will only experience those

Page:  9

Codes normally spontaneously release when the being has accreted enough frequency in its
form

in response to release of planetary star crystal seals, initiating the process of DNA

Page:  11

veca codes that release the locks between levels of reality. Heroic Probability For every

Page:  12

waves that are released from the monad, which is then reflected in partiki phasing
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StarFire etc), to release the Atomic Winds of Allah-AliA and to assist in
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Page:  18

a thought, we release a pattern. Every time you have an idea, especially an

you set and release a template, a scalar wave template, a manifestation, a blueprint

Page:  27

I trying to release or let go? What am I feeling a lack of

Page:  28

perceive ourselves and release the inaccurate self-definitions that have limited our potentials
and

perceive God and release our inaccurate God-definitions that have limited our potentials to

Page:  32

of energy that releases from your own Higher Self that did not disconnect at

of what was released in the grids in Belize. So we can bring the
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this process Oust released in Morocco 2005- EAW/8DVD/S) and focus on the

Page:  21

charges of energy released as the inhale progresses. The HonatiiiEah phase is reached at

Page:  22

with which to release the parameter field from phase-lock to this time-space-
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to Parallel-14 releases and opens and the outside edges of the Merkaba rotate

When the seals release, the Gates that are usually further out in the Kathara

Page:  47

When the seal releases, the vortices come together and make a Merkaba field. Time
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may find a release coming up. Behind it you"ll find joy. I will tell
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may begin to release. In lovingly, calmly, but firmly confronting poor behavior and setting

Page:  57

designated desire, naturally releases, and genuine peace within emerges, when beings
mature to realize

Page:  65

thus, in completion release yourselves from, and have opportunity to renew, a sacred promise

Page:  68

you. When you release electrical energy in this way, you become more "magnetic,"
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the 1999 first release of the Voyagers books, work with the interdimensional Guardian
Alliance
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8 Stages of release of Cyclic Pulses of Radiation Sparks from the Ecka-Veca
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technology that was released in Atlantis here. I have not enjoyed this process. It"s

Page:  3

have had to release this information, and show how it stands next to the

Page:  7

not usually even released out in the Outer Domains as information, because they are

Page:  10

were going to release bursts of things that were toxic, radiation levels that were

Page:  15

it, it can"t release. It has to circulate. Now it hits a buffer field,

Page:  20

wave that was released when the first opening of what"s called Ring 1 occurred.

Page:  32

a major pulse released, and then some other strange stuff. So, I don"t know

Page:  37

and when it releases again it lets the sparks go and when it does

Page:  39

and every pulse releases a burst of sparks and after 12 sparks you get

Page:  48

just wasn"t being released, actually. The next thing that happens ... you have number

Page:  58

and sparks and releases ... sparks a prana unit and sends that as backflow,

Page:  71



why I haven"t released any of this stuff. It"s just barely legible to put

Page:  95

of controlled Net release. Because if you just shut the things off and block

kind of controlled release of the Nets. I think. If not, they"re preparing us

Page:  96

them before we release them. But they showed them in relation to not only
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doing. If we release the Nets progressively on a base pulse rhythm that works

Page:  107

maps. Before I release any of these for publication, I want to make sure

Page:  120

ring pulse is released from the Sun in Spring of 2008. We"ll already have

that burst is released, even if some of it still gets through, the transmutation

Page:  138

to Source. It releases a flow of mana energy. Prana is the stuff that

Page:  140

backflow return is released, after the seed atom receives its prana spark, and releases

prana spark, and releases its mana spark, there"s stuff that happens where it creates

it triggers the release from the seed atom of a mana spark. The mana

... now that releases something called a ManU spark. So something happens, you have

one. Then they release a huge ManU spark, and that goes back down as

Page:  141

creation point, that releases an Eck spark, a positive charge Eck spark, which is

vibration that is released. They are called the OrEa tones. As the OrEa vibration

and layers were released, so it is just one field at this point. (

Page:  143

spark will be released, which is the first sound of one hand clapping. We

Page:  147

of mana that releases forward from the seed atom. There will come a time

Page:  149



three. Exhale and release. Push that fire water flame around your body, it"s replica.
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Psonn (first released in Tribe 6). This powerful verse starts to bring in
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Page:  11

the consciousness is released and flows back to Source. Thus, we have polarity as

Page:  32

would need to release, because when this lock opens it allows the frequencies from

Page:  33

the lock is released. There are core energy signatures encoded in symbol codes and

sound patterns that release and open the locks. We have a sequence of symbol

also work to release the locks to allow passage between the signets so we

of codes to release the dimension locks, a sequence of codes to release the

of codes to release the density locks, and so on up through the Kathara

Page:  34

them. They all release those density locks so the Radial Body levels can open

Page:  35

creation are being released. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series . Presented by Adashi

Page:  42

specific keys to release these locks ... to open the locks to allow passage

Page:  46

When the seals release they come together, they make a Merkaba field. Merkaba fields
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Hydrolase Wave was released during the Workshop which the Aquafereion Shield caught and
stabilized,

Page:  3

and exciting data released in this workshop including a chronology of historical and recent
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Page:  10

had to rapidly release information about our history so we could understand the context

place within. They released the Ecka maps of the God World Gates so we

They could then release the biological healing and Ascension techniques that would enable us

had to be released about the identity and history of certain fallen groups, which

HaahTUrs and the release of the information about the 4 Domains: the Core Domain,

Page:  25

cremation because that releases the body form from the planet into a lighter state

Page:  26

cremation because that releases the body form from the planet into a lighter state

Page:  60

Adashi Ascension, having released your C-Seals, these 3

Page:  61

Celestalline. • This releases a Celestalline Wave through the 12 Allurean Chambers, by which

Page:  62

6 triangulation was released while the Keepers of the Crystal Core-with the help

Page:  64

stable with the release ofthe 6:6:6 triangulation in the grids. 11. The

Page:  66

Matrix 11. What releases the 6:6:6 triangulation? (a) The opening ofthe

Page:  69

mutation begins to release it will literally give the ability to bring genetic lines
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was about the release of the "Celestalline Wave". Ash"s said, "When any

Allurean Chambers. With release of the Celestalline Wave, the EtorA and AdorA Hall of
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first ring wave releases, which is the weakest one. Copvright A"shavana & A"hzavana Deane.

Page:  25

the books were released. Copyright A "shavana & A "hzavana Deane. 2007,

Page:  27

had to be released when, alright? We didn"t want to have to talk about

Page:  33

we had to release the Secrets of Metatron, which was the Fall of Metatron

Page:  38

they started to release the Hub information were called the Ha"ah-TUrs. The HaahTUrs

Page:  42

because we can"t release that for publication unless we have time to go over

details. When you release it for publication, it has to be correct. I"m not

Page:  44

at some point released, cleaned up, so the sound is better, and released as

is better, and released as Copyright A "shavana & A "hzavana Deane.

Page:  45

The books were released, I believe, at the end of 1999-the Voyagers series

Page:  49

or whether you release your Spirit from it, and go on from there. But

Page:  76

about tension and release and these are the forces that form Joule force and

Page:  129



cremation, because it releases, at least, the body form from the planetary field, into

Page:  140

first one will release. The Prana Seed has closed, and that means the link

Page:  175

heat that are released when science talks about Calories and also about thennodynamics and

Page:  176

this material was released, there are workshops that have discussed it in various contexts,

Page:  178

Gates that we"ve released a long time ago. And this is just to meant

Page:  205

point when you release this Seal here, as you are getting ready to open

Page:  208

Cells merge at release of the Celestalline Wave, opening the REisha-TA Halls of

Page:  212

Light that are released in the Universe and in the atmosphere. So this is

Page:  215

will do is release the 6:6:6 triangulation in the grid set here.

Page:  217

lines. And a release of that will release all sorts of other things to

of that will release all sorts of other things to heal other things in

and with your release, and passing into the Halls of Reish a TA, you

Page:  218

journey with the release ofthe wave. It"s a wave offrequency coming in from M-

seal could be released. So we"re going to catch the wave, ride the wave

it will actually release the hold of the smaller interface network, and it will

Page:  223

mutation begins to release it will literally give the ability to bring genetic lines

Page:  242

are going to release the breath forcefully downward and that will push the Rasha



Page:  246

are going to release a ... they call it a "back-burst" where

Page:  249

is going to release. Ok ... we are going to ask you when the

wave that was released in the "pop". You can just gently ... exhale.

Page:  250

wave going to release and it is best actually, that we are not there

Page:  251

go and just release gently. And that will give ... in a second we

Page:  253

will begin to release unnatural memory matrix seals that are locked in to the

Page:  257

is going to release, they are not saying we have to be worried about

Page:  260

.. we will release more of these. This is just showing where in the

Page:  265

yet. They just released this information this last weekend. And they had graphs that

Page:  280

if they could release this, if they could release the "Bloom of Doom"

if they could release the "Bloom of Doom" then they would be able

Page:  308

is starting to release first. Yeah. And there is another one, C5 here. The
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Page:  11

As the Zhyrah releases from its birth-lock, it engages the process of Returning

fold," the Zhyrah releases the original "parental conception quantum," part of which returns

parental quantum" is released, the Zhyrah engages Transmigration as it is drawn through the

Page:  19

T ransgenesis that releases the biochemical genetic-atomic space-time tether phase-lock
that

Page:  20

the Light Body) releases 3 units of positive prana Kei (called "prana

Ratio"), is then released by the ZhEon as a "Backflow Spark"-the "

Tha"-rOs," and releases its final stored quantum of infrasound "spirit" radiation into

body systems); at release of the Tha" -rOs Tone, the Spirit Body Gha-

the "Bhardoah Release," by which each Ring of the 15-Ring Rasha Body

Rasha Body progressively releases its connection to the corresponding level of the Light Body

As the Bhardoah Release occurs, the GharE" consciousness, bonded to the atomic ManE Body

Light Body, progressively releases its ManE bond to the corresponding aspects of the
physical-

Page:  21

it releases from each of the sequentially closing chakras. Upon closing of

GharE" pulls its released Density-1 quantum into the Eumbi etheric duct below the

the Rasha Body releases its bond to the Light Body and physical-atomic body.

the Rasha Body release their bonds to the Light Body and physical-atomic body.

GharE" consciousness has released its bond to all15 dimensional levels of the physical-atomic

Rasha Body have released their bond to the Light Body and physical-atomic body.

the Akashic Record releases an Ecoushic Spark, called the "Spark of Gha-fa-

the Silver Cord releases a final spark called the "Spark of AshalaE"" (

TE Cell is released, the Elemental Vapor of the mortal physical-atomic body is



Page:  22

With release ofthe Va-Ba-TE Cell, the fully Bhardoah-Transitioned identity

identity is finally released from the biochemicalgenetic-atomic space-time phase-lock "tether"

Di Dust" "releases into the wind," and "travels the atmosphere of space-

AshalaE-which is released after severance of the connection between the Silver Akashic Cord

body and resultant release of the Va-Ba-TE Cell space-time "tether"-

Page:  23

Birth Wave, is released into the Cosmic Reishaic Record Crystal of the Cosmic Spirit

Adashi Ascension Wave releases and "up-steps" the Ascended identities back into
manifestation

Wave, is simultaneously released from the God-Source Consciousness Field into the Cosmic
Reishaic

Adashi Ascension Wave releases from the Cosmic Reishaic Record, the individual identities
carried within

Page:  26

Ba-TE Cell releases and transmutes into Va-Bou-Di Dust, releases a gamma

Bou-Di Dust, releases a gamma burst, and "disappears," as the Rasha-Shon"s

Page:  27

System"s Central Sun releases a conscious Solar Eckashi Spark Wave when it receives a

Page:  28

the Shields," following release of a Solar Eckashi Birth Wave, is the first step

Page:  38

to Co-create, Release and Renew this PLACE Breathe We now Declare in Eternal

Service we offer Release and Host Arrangement to All those present whom are in

Page:  40

Ka-Sha Key release breath. We say this three times, 41ines VhA-yahN" Khum-

Page:  51

the seed seals release and there is a very specific process of Bardoah that

Page:  54

and then it releases again and that is where we start to get the

Page:  78



us how to release the seals in the ones in the atmosphere so we

Page:  88

tribe class will release a wave of them. I wouldn"t doubt if it"s the

Page:  104

exhale. That will release the seals on the Ethos and Eiros grids, so they

Page:  127

the seals will release brilliant light. We will let you know when we are

Page:  129

you"re going to release very quickly a current of energy downward through your feet

they breathe] And release. Now watch your RaShaLAe bodies go upward and out of

Page:  130

belt When Seal? releases, there is not much sensation at this time. There will

Page:  142

to Co-create, Release and Renew this PLACE (can be a location, being

Service we offer Release and Host Arrangement to All those present whom are in

Page:  143

Ka-Sha Key release breath. We use the Haah-TUr Command 3 times out

Page:  148

information that was released-the most important aspects of the information that was
released

information that was released in the Tribes 1 Class because there was all sorts

of new information released about the Aquafereion races, about the 12 Feathers bio-
regenesis

information that was released in 12 Tribes 1 covered, were what I like to

on what was released during 12 Tribes 1 so you understand where these locations

Page:  158

a block that releases the seals and splits the seals on Chakras 3, 2,

body split, or release their seals, that means a Bardoah or the separation, the

Page:  176

beginning to be released where their consciousness is still held. And when you see

Page:  177



one of those releases of the corresponding ring from these Aquareion Cloister races that

Page:  185

out and it releases a burst of sparks that were formed when it pulled

Page:  190

... and it releases sparks. And this is how it builds spark quantum that

Page:  197

open and progressively release the Aquareion seals and we will be able to get

Page:  210

to Co-create, Release and Renew this PLACE (can be a location, being

Page:  211

Service we offer Release and Host Arrangement to All those present whom are in

Page:  217

But they will release in a wave, literally a wave of consciousness and they

Page:  224

the seals will release brilliant light. We will let you know when we are

Page:  226

you"re going to release very quickly a current of energy downward through your feet

they breathe] And release. Now watch your RaShaLAe bodies go upward and out of

Page:  227

Belt When Seal? releases, there is not much sensation at this time. There will

Page:  235

l won"t even release them yet because they are pretty much incoherent as far

will eventually be released. They are actually some of the most amazing things that

Page:  239

it ever got released here, they would have a bit of a raiding Urtha

Page:  244

this couldn"t be released then. It was all on security clearance. So I imagined

Page:  246



could finally be released and that release would come with the opening of the

released and that release would come with the opening of the seals, the 8th

Page:  258

Not least, the release of counterpart Selves who will be able to ascend to

Page:  299

it was just released from security clearance because it just became a major issue,

Page:  330

... the Kashas release part of their quantum that is equal to the quantum

1/3, will release 11 2/3 of its positive charge ManA, and that

heat that are released and you can find out how many calories a thing

Page:  381

breathe gently and release your hand. You have integrated your keys and put them

Page:  385

access key to release the keys of the Aqualene Sun into the stream that"s

Page:  392

information that was released during that workshop was about an event that took place

Page:  404

whatever is being released- they call them Ring Waves start to periodically burst out

Page:  408

that I can"t release any of it until I have time to check it

Page:  409

that if they released the information to me so that I can teach you

Page:  419

to Co-create, Release and Renew this PLACE .. We now Declare in Eternal

Service we offer Release and Host Arrangement to All those present whom are in

Page:  434

were able to release the information on the fact that Urtha exists, for example,

Page:  437

mean just the release of the vertical maps was amazing This stuff has been



Page:  440

Fallen Angelics have released on this Planet at this point are going to wipe

Page:  452

they began the release of the Seals on the Aquifers. Which means they are

Page:  470

is when it released and that is where everybody"s got to pick it up

that wave actually released and it"s still carried, the encryption is still carried within

Page:  481

phase-pulse and release one 12-point Mana-Burst backflow return spark out of

Page:  482

the seed atom releases one 12 -point Mana-burst backftow return spark back

Page:  483

phase pulse and release one 12 point Mana burst back flow return spark out

Page:  485

seed atom Yunasai releases an Ec-burst backftow return spark through the inner Rashallah

Page:  490

why I won"t release them yet I have to make sure of what size

Page:  500

seed atom Yunasai releases an Ec-Burst Backftow Return Spark through the inner Rashallah

Page:  501

inhale and to release or split into ASK sets on each exhale. Each exhale

exhale. Each exhale release of the ASK sets causes the ManU sparks formed during

Page:  512

too for mass release at some point. Even if you don"t have the journey

Page:  521

their Cores were released during the T ribes-1 class. So, they are releasing

Page:  535

around each triangulation. Release the hand-triangulations now. Just let your hands relax and

as the hands release, the personal elevator shafts disappear, but the larger group chamber
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Page:  4

have not been released on this planet before They were released once before in

before They were released once before in our history as a group of people

but they weren"t released here. They were released on Tara, right before the Taran

here. They were released on Tara, right before the Taran drama unfolded that culminated

Page:  5

amount of data released really since the Tenerife workshop in February 2006. Yeah. So,

why we haven"t released any formal information on it. There are no modules on

Page:  14

are going to release it I don"t believe it The MCEO Freedom Teachings®

Page:  27

to Co-create, Release and Renew this PLACE We now Declare in Eternal Sanctification

Service we offer Release and Host Arrangement to All those present whom are in

Page:  29

Ka-Sha Key release breath. We use the Haah-TUr Command 3 times out

Page:  38

the first gamma release from the Sun. They"ve not said to worry about it

continue to be released to the public always, because we"re not trying to hide

the high security release stuff that is so far over everybody"s head that all

means certain security release information that would a) be too confusing and just cause

Page:  39

will be being released from the Sun, there are ancient viruses that are carried

Page:  55

then when it released, and went into the exhale, or relaxation of the Rasha



Page:  58

diagrams aren"t technically released yet? There"s so much information that goes on every
one,

Page:  60

ManU sparks are released. Instead of Prana, it becomes ManU, and the ManU sparks,

Page:  126

mass" of frequency release, they will take the NETs and first make them roll,

Page:  127

degree they can release them here without giving the FA"s, you know, something they

Page:  128

first original quantum released that begins the process of Partikl"s forming. So an "

Page:  135

holds ... then releases breath. There is silence and pause, and she does this

Page:  136

the LaVa is released, it will go through and open the chain between ...

Page:  137

going to be released if it"s going to create a back up and harm

Page:  187

for direct public release, because that will distract people from what they need to

Page:  196

to Co-create, Release and Renew this PLACE (can be a location, being

Service we offer Release and Host Arrangement to All those present whom are in

Page:  199

Ka-Sha Key release breath. We use the Haah-TUr Command 3 times out

Page:  229

that, that will release that membrane. All right? And that will prepare for the

diagrams. I won"t release the diagrams until we have time to, first of all

available. We won"t release them without them being proofed, ya know, because if there"s

Page:  238



then that spark releases it, so they go back out to this position and

and when it releases, that spark releases into 12- it breaks down into 12,

releases, that spark releases into 12- it breaks down into 12, what are called

Page:  239

when that ManA releases, becomes mana, it releases the other part of itself to

becomes mana, it releases the other part of itself to become Prana which has

Page:  252

waves at it releases one ring, ring one, it"ll start from the center like

Page:  276

not supposed to release stuff from these classes, just because some of iL it"ll

say, please, don"t release most of this stuff to people. There"s going to be

it will be released to the public. But anyway, um, what you"re going to

is a wave released at that point that is still carried on the live

Page:  293

that will be released in the larger workshops that everybody can come to, when

Page:  330

when the wave released. And you will still get it because that recording was

Page:  334

Ring Waves that release, and in our solar system it"s going to be about

each Ring Wave releases one layer of the 15 layers of the Rasha Body

Page:  335

don"t think it"s released yet OK. All right, even if you weren"t, that"s OK

Page:  339

when the contraction releases and the three Partikl come back out, the sparks move

and sparking and release of contraction And those sparks go somewhere. Sometimes they"ll
go

Page:  346

it opens, it releases those sparks to the Fire Lines. So it will be

Page:  352

would begin to release frequency and build frequency out here, because out here there"s



in. And ManU releases a frequency called the Ek frequency, which is the pure

Page:  353

1. When it releases again, releases that contraction, the sparks that were made in

it releases again, releases that contraction, the sparks that were made in Ring 1

sparks when it released. So progressively there would be-it"s like a heart beat

Page:  354

Ring Waves that release each of the 15 layers of the Rash a Body

Page:  367

sparks and then release and release spark currents So it"s all a breathing, it"s

then release and release spark currents So it"s all a breathing, it"s a living

Page:  387

of tension and release that are what keep the Cosmos structure in motion. And

Page:  396

AmourA Body Source releases field a KaLE back-flow return spark as exchange for

Page:  402

and then Mana releases forward and then at a certain point Mana turns around,

and contract, they release electro-magnetic waves in whatever domain frequency they"re in,
and

Page:  437

moment and then release the sparks quickly downward through the tailbone. You may feel

Page:  461

AzurA, hold and release. Hold on the release before you take the next inhale.

Hold on the release before you take the next inhale. Continue to do that.

Ka-Sha Key release breath. So, out loud 3 times, each time all 41ines,

Page:  462

breath as we release it. Go. Um ah A trA E"na A Eckasha (

Page:  465

tomorrow that was released in Virginia Beach that has to do with what happens

been progressively being released bit by bit through transmissions and this has been
extremely

progressively not being released. There is something carried in the Angelic Human, the



Indigo,

Page:  475

usually they don"t release anything if they haven"t figured out what to say about

Page:  494

holding rhythm and release, 3 times .. So, now moving on to Step-4

Page:  495

she will be released from the translation- and that is a very accurate way

wants to be released from the translation, she wants to have the completeness of

Page:  497

with what gets released through the centre of the Shield and goes out into

Page:  498

which is to release the, they"re called the Artificial Tree of Life Grid, that

Page:  499

It"s going to release the entire structure We have worked progressively piece by piece

be able to release the 666 Seal as the frequencies run. They are going

are going to release this actually from the Aquious Matrix and run it all

these that will release the 666 Death Seal out of the Planetary grids enough,

Page:  500

frequencies that will release the 666 Death Seal, it will release the Daisy of

Seal, it will release the Daisy of Death Seal. The Daisy of Death shape

it"s going to release those so the split, there is split in the Milky

are going to release the 666 where the arcs can go back. Now part

Milky Way. So, release of the 666 Death Seal means we can now not

Page:  501

with the 666 Release Activation. So I just want to bring back to the

Page:  503

what is being released. This is a harness, and we all have one of

Page:  511

are going to release in releasing the 6-6-6 death seal, is literally

allows for the release of that 6-6-6 because of the alignments. And



Page:  512

life, if you release these seals and that one, together, they create the 6-

If you can release the seal, the set of seals here, and this center

once they are released the entire ... this releases, the arcs will come back

entire ... this releases, the arcs will come back up. So, a portion of

Page:  513

are open, that releases that series of seals that altogether is the 666 seal

666 seal which releases all those petals. It releases each little star point on

those petals. It releases each little star point on the petals. If you can

Page:  514

we"re going to release. It will not take long, they"re just waiting for actually,

Page:  515

to be a release of tones And again, you"ll get your own set of

Page:  516

on with the release of the 6-6-6 seed- death seal. And when

feet, when it releases, we then need to do the, you know, a real

Page:  517

to, with the release of the seals, to literally pop that entire harnessing, nasty
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Page:  1

Median Earth and Release of the Caduceus Victory Spark ................................................
268 Diagrams Follow pg

Page:  3

of data was released in the Amsterdam workshop that. .. it had just started

bunch of information released that began to let us know more about the bigger

Page:  12

its ring wave releases. We will be able to because of this particular chamber

that can be released that will help the understanding of the greater picture that

that can be released after these activations are done, but it can"t be before,

Page:  14

there is the release of what is called the Celestalline Wave. And this is

the Celestalline Wave releases, and everything goes to the center, it"s called the Reish

Page:  18

documents the government releases about UFOs, where you get like words like, "and,"

Page:  30

is triggered by releases of gamma bursts from here. Remember, F7 is Arcturus. What

up there. Arcturus releases a certain type of frequency, this way, to Omega Centauri.

Page:  31

to try to release the Kill Code, which was in the DNA ... that

Page:  45

the Celestalline Wave releases. This is the Hydrolase Conversion Cycle right here and then

Celestalline Atomic Wave releases Celestalline Thermos Wave into the REisha-ic Record. The
DhaLA-

Page:  49



even if we release our hands now and just bring them down, know that

Page:  60

that is not released, or has not been released on the news and it

has not been released on the news and it may or may not ever

And they haven"t released this on the news or anything, but this comes from

Page:  77

particular times we released in the FOL workshop. We did give a handout for

Page:  94

the Beloveds will release anything on that, but you know I don"t know. I

Page:  111

point we will release this information. Usually we do that after we won that

Page:  113

the first new release data. It"s like taking a time leap to 2011. It"s

Page:  131

Wave that was released. That"s just the Core. There"s still14 other layers it has

when it"s being released in the Milky Way. One is, well-within this 24

Page:  148

can do to release from the Earth body The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series

Page:  150

I wanted to release something after Tribe 10 and just say "It"s ok.

Page:  156

due to Seal release by the Gha"-ren"s Ma-Sha Codes, the Gha"-ren-

begins the progressive release of the next bunch of quantum that came from the

Page:  157

codes up, it releases the Seals, even though your Domain Gulf had emptied it

Page:  158

Codes to trigger release of the Gha-Fa" Seals into the Middle Edonic Gha-

begin. Unable to release the Gha-Fa" Seals to the Middle Domain Gha-Fa"s,

Gha-Far Body release, initiating closing of the 1st three chakras and separation of



Spans and chakras release, the one half portion of the atomic structure that achieved

Page:  161

a lot to release, a lot of vapors that need to go back home.
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up with Muons released. I mean, it"s intense. So, we"ll deal with that bit
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Ecousha Krystal will release the spark of Gha-FarE," severing Sol"s silver cord to

planet"s silver cord released from its Ecousha Krystal." The MCEO Freedom Teachings®
Series
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time when Sol releases her first Solar Bhardoah Ring Wave Number 1, which is
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a body usually releases as it initiates re-spiritualization of its atomic base. So,

it will still release in the Etheric, but the Ohani Ring and the waves
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frequencies that are released that will allow you to pick-up those codes that
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side it will release, your bodies, each body will release a set of silent

each body will release a set of silent tones that go out and speak
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As the Zhyrah releases from its birth-lock, it engages the process of "

fold," the Zhyrah releases the original "parental conception quantum," So, when your parents

fold," the Zhyrah releases the original "parental conception quantum," part of which returns

parental quantum" is released, the Zhyrah engages Transmigration, as it is drawn through
the
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Mashayah Transgeneisis that releases the biochemical-genetic-atomic "space-time tether"
phase-lock
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Tha"-rOs," and releases its final stored quantum of infrasound "spirit" radiation into

body systems); at release of the Tha-rOs Tone, The first, Thar-Os Tone



the "Bhardoah Release," by which each Ring of the 15-Ring Rasha Body

Rasha Body progressively releases its connection to the corresponding level of the Light Body

the "Bhardoah Release" occurs, And the Bhardoah Release is what the solar thing

And the Bhardoah Release is what the solar thing that we have talked about

the "Bhardoah Release" occurs, the GharE" consciousness, stationed in the Light Body,
progressively

Light Body, progressively releases its bond to the corresponding aspects of the physical
atomic

Body, as it releases from each of the sequentially closing chakras. Upon closing of

GharE" pulls its released Density-1 quantum into the Eumbi etheric-duct below the
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the Rasha Body releases its bond to the Light Body and physical atomic body.

12th Ring ofRasha release at this point as well. Next, the Oensity-5 fifth

the Rasha Body release their bonds to the Light Body and physical atomic body.

GharE" consciousness has released its bond to all15 dimensional levels of the physical atomic

Rasha Body have released their bond to the Light Body and physical atomic body.
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the Akashic Record releases an Ecoushic Spark, called the" Spark of Gha-fa-RE,""

the Silver Cord releases a final spark called the "Spark of Ash alaE""

the silver cord releases the final spark called the Victory Spark into the thymus

TE Cell is released, the Elemental Vapor of the mortal physical atomic body is

Because .. With release of the Va-Ba- TE Cell, the fully Bhardoah Transitioned

identity is finally released from the biochemical-genetic-atomic space-time phase-lock "
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Di Dust" "releases into the wind," and "travels the atmosphere of space-

Di Dust" "releases into the wind," and "travels the atmosphere of space-

once it is released from where it does not belong, what is was composed

was holding. So, release of it is a good thing for both sides. And
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is important to release the Va-Ba-TE or you are still stuck in

body and resultant release of the Va-Ba-TE Gel/spacetime "tether," is

allows for the release of the Va-Ba-TE Cell. I am just learning

was ok to release the body so the Va-Ba-TE could be released,

TE could be released, so the rest could go into elemental vapor. That is



be a large release in waves that already started with the beginning of the
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is going to release its first Bhardoah Ring Wave, which is the first separation
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body and resultant release of the Va-Ba-TE Cell spacetime "tether," is

Code" That was released in January during the Tribes 10 class period. "Omega
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why I haven"t released these yet, some of the words are wrong because I

So I won"t release it with the wrong information But, I believe the Akashic
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now, because we"ve released these before you know, in major workshops, at FOL, but

is going to release, and it"s going to be a Gamma Burst. But, it"s

that will be released will be stronger than the one before, until you get
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the diagrams aren"t released yet, because they are all scribbled on all over and
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Code that was released in the grids in January by the White Dragons, was
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Earth (Caduceus) releases, breaking the Cad part of Earth"s Silver Cord ... which
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when that Spark releases and their cord breaks through what we"re going to do,

once that Spark releases and the Cord breaks, then the falling deceased Cad Earth-
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Caduceus Victory Spark releases. On our way back in we"re actually going to pass
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Median Earth and Release of the Caduceus Victory Spark [Track 9: Journey] A"sha
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... and gently release. And let"s sit for a moment there, waiting until the
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spark has just released, and we"re picking up the amp from the spark and
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1. Celestalline-atomic releases Celestalline Thermos Wave into Reishaic Record 2. DhaLA-
LUma Door
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also help to release the miasmic imprint. They will work with you to clear
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begins with the release of the cranial-sacral seals (facilitated by the Emerald

Page:  39

Seal that controls release of the 4111 Dimensional frequency - Phase-! Doradic Current -

Page:  40

Sacral Seals are released, through activation of the Signet Star Crystal Seals that govem

This in tum releases and opens the Emerald Star Crystal Seal, signet Seal #

Page:  41

Seals 5. The release of the Kee-Ra-ShA27 Seal and the 3 PRIMARY

Seal that controls release of 4th Dimensional frequency - Phase I Doradic Current -
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PLEXUS); this will release on its own because the currents have activated it to
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path. This information released an enormous amount of meaning surrounding "3333". We
also
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tones. The tones release the seals on the DhaLA Luma at the centre of
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the first published release of what is called the Load-Out Schedule and it

Page:  2

information that was released in Amsterdam which has to do with understanding a bit

Page:  83

they have recently released into the Grids in order to kill us. It"s called
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what would be released from the Sun. The Host allows for buffer fields on
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a first publication release of this data, so it ought to be interesting when

Page:  116

the Seal to release, to begin the process of the Vector Line opening for

Page:  134

that has been released. It"s a set of three Harmonics-which are I forget

is going to release. And it"s going to release it into the M31 Aquinos

it"s going to release it into the M31 Aquinos Matrix, right into its Central
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Emotional Bodies to release things so the Physical Bodies can release. So you may

Physical Bodies can release. So you may find yourself going through some of those.
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be able to release the planet"s GhaRE) and Plate Harmonics, the Speakers "retired"
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activation begins the release of the caduceus connections, also releasing the 11th and 12th
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a certain point releases the Va-Ba-TE Cell tether, the Va-Ba-TE
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they each gently release a "bubble cloud" of Golden-Silver "Desire encrypted"

Spirit Body. 14. Release the "Desire Cloud" gently into the Gha-Fa and

relaxing breaths, "release the thought of the "Seeded Desire" and clear your

Body prepares to release a 12-point Atomic Hydrolase Living Water Burst through the
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build amp, then release a spark of "Golden-Silver Light" downward into your
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entrapped Gharoche" free, release the ManE matter, reclaim our GhaRE and restore the
natural
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mutation ... we released the D3 level Caduceus in the Sliders-1 and we

1 and we released it on the D2 level at this workshop. Ash then
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act agrees to release Azurite Press, Trustees, the AP Regents Council, authorized Kathara Bio-

Consent to Liability Release in regard to involvement with MCEO teachings, techniques and
technologies.

Consent of Liability Release represents a reiteration in specific written format of previously
provided

Conditions of Liability Release stated here within is accepted and enacted as such upon

Conditions of Liability Release, it is suggested and recommended that one choose at this
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materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book

often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often
timesensitive
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physical body, via release of the Celesta/line Wave, occurs through the processes of"
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they each gently release a "bubble cloud" of Golden-Silver "Desire encrypted"

Spirit Body. 14. Release the "Desire Cloud" gently into the Gha-Fa, and

relaxing breaths, "release the thought" of the "Seeded Desire" and clear your

Body prepares to release a 12-point pulse downward into the Allurean Chambers. The

Page:  17

build amp, then release a spark of "Golden-Silver Light" downward into your
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into the Spleen. Release hands from "Spleen position". The MCEO Freed om Teachings



Page:  19

into the Coccyx. Release hands from "Coccyx position". 11. INHALE, using the Inhale

TE"a-Wha Window releases a "Pulse of Electric-Blue Energy" downward along the
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in synchronization with release of the Exhale, to manually set the D-2 Telluric/
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Toning" awakens and releases "THE VOICE" of the personal D-2 GharE" (

shaken free" and released from both the Physical-Emotional and Mental Bodies, to facilitate
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Exhale breath to release the "Cloud Layer" you have drawn in, allowing it

Exhale to "release and settle" the "Cloud Layer" over your bodies. At
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in synchronization with release of the Exhale, to manually set the D-3 Atmic/
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Water Harness" and release them into the Water Field of the Grail Door for
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Water Harness" and release them into the Water Field of the Grail Door for
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2 Activations and release of the "Caduceus & Gharoche"" PLF current reversals, the
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Sun Fire Orbs" release the "Celestalline Wave" of Hydrolase into the UGU and
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you. When you release electrical energy in this way, you become more "magnetic,"
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This need naturally releases and genuine peace within emerges, when we mature to realize
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true power, we release the need for power. Needs are likely to foster failure.
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thus in completion, release ourselves from and have the opportunity to renew, a sacred
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you willing to release it all in order to move forward? If not, what"s
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line ONLY, to release Ashalum Starburst. 5. After initial encryption is done, for all

"Command" to release Ashalum Pulse. 6. Use FULL command encryption EVERY day in

Haah-TUR authorization/release pulse "Command") The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented
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to Co-create, Release and Renew this PLACE ( can be a location, being
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Service we offer Release and Host Arrangement to All those present who are in
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is MINE. I release now all bonds of manifest illusion that place veils of
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now embodied. I release to the Christ Fire Within me, all lesser fires of

passions spent. I release to the Christ Fire Within all entanglements of duality, as
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you. When you release electrical energy in this way, you become more "magnetic",
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LOVE. 3. I release now all worries or fears of the outer worlds; I

outer worlds; I release now all condemnations, angers, pain or sadness, and I return
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SE-da sequence release numerous layers of complex, geometrical-symbol-codes within the
Shields,
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Ring Wave-1 Releases, with no 3-D observable consequences, due to the Krystics"
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act agrees to release Azurite Press, Trustees, the AP Regents Council, authorized Kathara Bio-

Consent to Liability Release in regard to involvement with MCEO teachings, techniques and
technologies.

Consent of Liability Release represents a reiteration in specific written format of previously
provided

Conditions of Liability Release stated here within is accepted and enacted as such upon

Conditions of Liability Release, it is suggested and recommended that one choose at this

materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Coursebook Manuals
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timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often time-
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Bhardoah RingWave-1 releases within the "Aqualene-Sun-Buffer-F ield ". White
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the joy, freedom, release, of having your desired thing with you right now. 5.

"trust/allow/release". With the "l-AM-IT" Formula, YOU BECOME your
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vibrate, as it releases a "Back-FlowReturn" Wave of warm, soothing, Aqua Air,
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Electric-Blue Sparks releases into the nucleus of each of your atoms from the

each Round creating release of another Back-Flow Transmuted-Atom Spark-Wave into the
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vibrate, as it releases a "Back-Flow-Return" Wave of warm, soothing, Aqua
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Electric-Blue Sparks releases into the nucleus of each of your atoms from the
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each Round creating release of another Back-Flow Transmuted-AtomSpark-Wave into the
Ah-
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the joy, freedom, release, of having your desired thing with you right now. 5.

"trust/allow/release". With the "l-AM-IT" Formula , YOU BECOME

Page:  30

vibrate, as it releases a "Back-Flow-Return" Wave of warm, soothing, Aqua
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Electric-Blue Sparks releases into the nucleus of each of your atoms from the

each Round creating release of another Back-Flow Transmuted-Atom Spark-Wave into the
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going to be released here and then immediately it"s going on the website in
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the Blue Flame releases into a portion of the Sphere of Amenti it will

Amenti it will release and reverse that portion. This is all connected to the
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the Beloveds for release next summer ... that ought to be interesting God, not
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an Orb Flow release that comes in with the Silver Seed Awakening in 2012
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going to be released once/ whenever we get to release the Summary, if it

we get to release the Summary, if it stops growing It"s because it"s the
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show has been released into the theatre", and so will continue to move forward
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Then gently just release the breath (exhales) and we"ll take one more nice,

inhales) and then release from there gently (exhales). And, in a moment they"re

they"re going to release what they"re referring to as the Stardust Spark of Transfiguration
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we"re going to release a 24-point exhale breath, out into both the Allurean

Fire Chambers. So, release a 24-point exhale breath outward from the Crystal Lotus
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"If you release the books you can"t turn back," what that meant, I

probably wouldn"t have released the books. I would have been terrified, but I"m not
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this, once they release the frequencies for its Activation and whatever breathing they are
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for it to release. It"s coming soon, so I will let you know as
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the inhale. 4. Release a "24-POINT EXHALE" breath outward from the Crystal
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the Guardians" teachings released in the progressive workshops since 1999 was trademark
registered under
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self-annihilation and release of its harnessed quanta to space-dust. Use of the
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the Guardians progressively released information from the COT -Plates that explained how the

the Guardians began release of the COT-Plate ancient history records pertaining to the
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Guardians have also released the "less-than-pleasant" aspects of the COT-Plate
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show has been released into the theater," and so will continue to move forward
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forthcoming], planned for release late summer 2010.) • During the Load-Out Evacuation
Cycle
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which in turn releases the tissue capsules located between the Hova Bodies, allowing merger
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of a Chakrais released , the 2 cones of the Chakra move through each

star tetrahedron. Progressive release of the Seed Seals within the Chakras creates opening
and
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the consciousness is released and flows back to Source. Thus, we have polarity as
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1) needs to release in order to allow frequencies from Density-2 to come

Page:  39

the lock is released. There are core energy signatures encoded in symbol codes and

sound patterns that release and open the locks. There is a sequence of symbol

also work to release the locks to allow passage between the Signets so we

of codes to release the dimension locks, a sequence of codes to release the

of codes to release the density locks, and so on up through the Kathara
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specific keys to release these locks 1 Ecka lnner GodWodd, and 7 Eckasha-A
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we need to release many miasms. This can bring up many issues in our

the intense frequencies released in Hetharo/Hethalon of 2003. The Golden Fleece Buffer Host
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releases from the Tauren Living Light Seed. This releases the Four

Light Seed. This releases the Four Winds of Creation: first the Atmic Winds of



the Diamond Door releases. All of this occurred during the April 2006 Phoenix Workshop
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to Co-create, Release and Renew this PLACE ( can be a location, being
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Service we offer Release and Host Arrangement to All those present whom are in
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the center seal releases and the spiral pair merge to form a Merkaba Field.
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Units as they release from Phasing Partiki to travel between Signets. The proportions of
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Ce!astalfine-atomi: releases Celes!alline Thermos Wave into Reisl".ai:: Record 2. DhaL.
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47.2N) Planelaly Seals Release Schedule 2001-2003 ~~x; Fimau"IM"C1~s REI EAsEs irJ
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JhU-na n11t1ate release 01 Stariigfn. Gold Mana Wave from Edon AmorAea Temple into
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Ash speaks the release command given by the Ah-JhU-na", and Bow-Ship

and Bow-Ship releases its tone-set into the 12+24 Ancient Arrow Sites,

a moment, then release a 12-point Exhale into your fields, sending the "
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to Source to release the structure and © 2010 A & A Deane- The
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JhU-na" initiate release of Starlight Gold Mana Wave from Ed on AmorAea Temple
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Ash speaks the release command given by the Ah-JhU-na", and Bow-Ship

and Bow-Ship releases its tone-set into the 12+24 Ancient Arrow Sites,

a moment, then release a 12-point Exhale into your fields, sending the "
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publication and public release. Related events 1998: The Amenti Series-1 Classes: Class-1:
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Atomic Body to release the Va-Ba-TE Cell and GharE‘ embodied Spirt quantum,
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Sun engages progressive release of its ―15 Solar Bhardoah Rasha-Ring Waves‖ between

Death Cycle, progressive release of the bond between the 15-Rings of the Rasha
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Center;‖ this action released planetary ―Met-NET‖ Fields that have been blocking activation
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and which progressively release reverse-current Metatronic-frequency-infusions once opened
and activated; the

Clusters merge, with release of the Celestalline Wave). This workshop also introduced new
information
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Earth-Past & Release of the Caduceus Victory Spark. (Corresponding MCEO Class: ―

Ring Wave-1 releases within Aqualene-Sun Buffer Field causing D-1 Light Body
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Ring Wave-2 releases within Aqualene-Sun Buffer Field causing D-2 Light Body
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& D1-atoms, releases D-3 Mental-Body EGO-Net epigenetic overlay) & C.

& D3 atoms, releases D-5 Archetypical-Body/Higher Astral FAM-Net )- (
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Ring Wave-3 releases within Aqualene-Sun Buffer Field causing D-3 Light Body
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& Rasha-atoms, releases D-2 Physical/Emotional/Bio-chemical INTRA-Net), & engaged

2-atoms, & releases FCC-Net), C.Plane-1 (MB D2 controls Rasha

5 atoms, & releases etheric DERMA-Net), & C.Plane-6 (MB D1

D15-atoms, & releases Wa-ZE-yenta Harness). Note: C. Planes 2, 4, &
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Consent to Liability Release in regard to involvement with MCEO teachings, techniques and
technologies.

Consent of Liability Release represents a reiteration in specific written format of previously
provided

Conditions of Liability Release stated here within is accepted and enacted as such upon

Conditions of Liability Release, it is suggested and recommended that one choose at this
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materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book

often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often time-
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Blend; culminating in release from Space-Time finite Boundaries. Page 9 of36
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is characterized by release of the corresponding level of "EGO/personality/finite identity"

This- All" constitutes release of polarity, separation and return to unity for that level.
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Kathara Grid and release the Pleiadian Seal. In Part 2, we will be journeying
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and it will release the karmic mess that"s between here and there, between the

are meant to release the Pleiadian Seal. It will be a journey back into

Page:  8

specific clearing can release waves of crying and then laughing and it can be

light that will release the Karmic Core Imprint for your Density-1 Probable Selves

there is a release of Joy. With this, any person that comes to mind

is done. I release it. The KEi"-Sa Ah"-RA Healers are willing to
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lnfrasound Sonic Pulses released from Phoenix Womnhole and corresponding Amplification
Slow-Pulses released from

Amplification Slow-Pulses released from Bemnuda Base at 3 different times to activate
Phoenix
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lnfrasound Sonic Pulses released from Phoenix Wormhole and corresponding Amplification
Slow-Pulses released from

Amplification Slow-Pulses released from Bermuda Base at 3 different times to activate
Phoenix
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lnfrasound Sonic Pulses released from Phoenix Wormhole and corresponding Amplification
Slow-Pulses released from

Amplification Slow-Pulses released from Bermuda Base at 3 different times to activate
Phoenix
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lnfrasound Sonic Pulses released from Phoenix Wonmhole and corresponding Amplification
Slow-Pulses released from

Amplification Slow-Pulses released from Benmuda Base at3 different times to activate
Phoenix Matrix
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lnfrasound Sonic Pulses released from Phoenix Wonmhole and corresponding Amplification
Slow-Pulses released from

Amplification Slow-Pulses released from Benmuda Base at 3 different times to activate
Phoenix
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lnfrasound Sonic Pulses released from Phoenix Wormhole and corresponding Amplification
Slow-Pulses released from

Amplification Slow-Pulses released from Bermuda Base at 3 different times to activate
Phoenix
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lnfrasound Sonic Pulses released from Phoenix Wormhole and corresponding Amplification
Slow-Pulses released from

Amplification Slow-Pulses released from Bermuda Base at 3 different times to activate
Phoenix
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Philadelphia Experiment Movie released August 13, 1984 A "hole was punched in the
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are "time released." Seals activate 3-12 months after release. JEHOVIAN SEAL LOCATIONS

12 months after release. JEHOVIAN SEAL LOCATIONS AND RELEASE DATES 1. Top of Skull

SEAL LOCATIONS AND RELEASE DATES 1. Top of Skull Left Side- May 2001 2.

When Jehovian Seals release they cause miasmic blockage Kathara reverse-mutates DNA by
releasing
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Resolve (determination), Release, Trust, Confidence Freedom 12A & B- 24" above head and
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discretion) (resolve, release, trust, confidence) (grace, eloquence, patience, humility) The
MCEO Freedom
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Resolve (determination), Release, Trust, Confidence Freedom 12 A & B- "above head"
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you. When you release electrical energy in this way, you personally become "more
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Resolve (determination), Release, Trust, Confidence Freedom 12A & B- 24" above head and
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C3 C2 C1 Release of the SIGNET Star Crystal Seals within the embodied Internal

merge with the release of the embodied Signet Star Crys tal Seals, forming the

Page:  44

Crystal Seals are released by infusing them with the frequency/flash-line sequence of
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act agrees to release Azurite Press, Trustees, the AP Regents Council, authorized Kathara Bio-

Consent to Liability Release in regard to involvement The M CEO Freedom Teachings®
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Consent of Liability Release represents a reiteration in specific written format of previously
provided

Conditions of Liability Release stated here within is accepted and enacted as such upon

Conditions of Liability Release, it is suggested and recommended that one choose at this

materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book

often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and The M CEO Freedom
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these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often time-
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qualities of energy released in PARTS-1 &2 if they HAVE been done

progressively transmute and release the inorganic electromagnetic Cal-Force (calorine
joulefragment) membrane/ "

utilized to "Release the Cloak of Aya" progressively work to transmute the inorganic
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Mutation can be released, restoring the organic Aya Silver-Seed Spar!< in the Tailbone

Page:  24

after fertilization, with release of the ZhEon birth quantum from the Spirit Body into

Page:  37

Cell, can be released and reunited with the Aya God-Source Identity within the

stages) progressively "Release the personal "TE" identity (trapped around the Va-



can then be released from the inorganic "G ravitron Tube-Torus" vortex-circulation
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MC15 Universal 2 Release of the SIGNET Star Crystal Seals within the embodied Internal

merge with the release of the embodied Signet Star Crystal Seals, forming the various
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then exhale & release muscles, using exhale to draw current to next station"; inhale
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then exhale & release muscles, using exhale to draw current to next station"; inhale
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progressively transmute, transfigure, release distortions and transmigrate into the Eternal Life
DhA-Ya- TEi

"clarify" and release the biological core of the "666- Yin- Yang Metatronic

then exhale & release muscles, using exhale to draw current to next station"; inhale

Next, exhale and release muscle contraction, using the exhale breath to push the "
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12-Freedom-resolve, release, trust, confidence/ Whu-SeN"/SU"an Disciplines: 4, 8, 12
Affiliation:

Page:  52

"clarify" and release the biological core of the "666-Yin-Yang Metatronic

The EhY is released, allowing both the organic quantum of the Ehy and the

TE" to be released and reintegrated with the organic Aya Identity of the Silver
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materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book

often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often time-
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is characterized by release of the corresponding level of "EGO/personality/finite identity"

This- All" constitutes release of polarity, separation and return to unity for that level.
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materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book

often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often time-
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QTM spark that releases (exhale) upward through the 7 Bridges vertical flow chamber
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merge with the release of the embodied Signet Star Crystal Seals, forming the various

Particle Spin. C1 Release of the SIGNET Star Crystal Seals within the embodied Internal
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Yah (1 release/exhale) One ... Sigh, Un ..... Kry"sta a- DhA" -
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materials are often released and translated during live workshop presentations, the
corresponding Course-book

often timely public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new MCEO teachings are often time-
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information & techniques released: • The 14 Bridges, 151h Bridge, Myotes, the Myotic
Awakening
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QTM spark that releases (exhale) upward through the 7 Bridges vertical flow chamber
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to what"s being released right now What they have explained is actually because of

we started to release more information like about the Fall of Metatron and all
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these frequencies are released, they will also run through those systems So it will

Page:  70

Feel the Rod release because it will temporarily release from the Palms. And then

it will temporarily release from the Palms. And then you can just put your

Page:  84

5 starts to release. That"s when the FAtalE are beaming in on Ring Wave

Page:  98

Resolve (determination), Release, Trust and Confidence. Quality - Freedom . "from fear

Page:  105

tell me to release the next thing. So I"m just going to narrate what

Page:  122

and makes it release. And then you may feel ... like one of the

Page:  124

feeling, like a release feeling. I know I was able to breathe a lot

Page:  129

anything. It will release as you need it But they"re saying with this gift,

gift itself to release what your system ... what your energy systems are saying

now, like to release to you what it is that you need most It

Page:  147

the tension will release once the Reversed Violet and Green Rings of the Shield



will be a release of that. So there will be a tense period that

a lot more release and relief after the October period. And for the ...
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we will probably release more information on what sites are best for what and

that tension will release after October. So by the time we get to December,
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So whenever they release this activation, we are going to be getting - not

Page:  178

getting ready to release that And they want us to set the grounding field
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are going to release that transmission finally. We"ll just stand here and receive it

HOLD and then release it down to the DhA Center. [they EXHALE ]
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that has been released from the Records - and I have about three notebooks

Records that were released originally on The Christmas Story. And there"s an interesting little
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name they won"t release in the Records right now, and the youngest brother -
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these Records were released, it helped me understand a lot of things ... about
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Fail-Safe was released. I didn"t know any of this stuff until the holes
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and then they"ll release next thing. So I"m just gonna narrate what I"m seeing
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and makes it release. And then you may feel in, like, what are the
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feeling like a release feeling. I know I was able to breathe a lot
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thing. It will release as you need it. But they"re saying, with this gift

gift itself to release what your system, like, your energy systems are saying you

now, right, to release what it is you need most right now. It might
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let ONA Seal release; lulthet 0HA Tompld .... otlllblo BJo.Rogeneolt TRhllologllll milaiMo
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joy, amazement, relief, release and excitement that the AMCCMCEO"s new information and
Grid-activations
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Cathedrals Network and release of the "Planetary Golden Hand-cuffs" (the BhrA-

Cathedrals Network and release of the Planetary Golden Handcuffs initiated permanent
severing of the
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which completed full release of the Planetary Golden HandCuffs Metatronic Harness on the
PCM
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1 Which will release the Planetary "Golden 1 Handcuffs" harness fully, allowing Earth"s
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seed atom and releases the planetary "Golden Handcuffs" harness, the Sun-8 ARhAyas
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Cathedrals Network and release of the "Planetary Golden Hand-cuffs" (the BhrALindt

Cathedrals Network and release of the Planetary Golden Handcuffs initiated permanent
severing of the
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which completed full release of the Planetary Golden Hand-Cuffs Metatronic Harness on the
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corresponding Course-book
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public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new ARhAyas Productions LLC teachings
are
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Atom, which will release the Planetary "Golden Handcuffs" harness fully, allowing Earth"s
Merkaba

Peru trip we released the smaller "Golden Handcuffs" of the AL-2 Peru

Peru Complex initiating release of the planetary "Golden Handcuffs" AL-2 Peru Complex
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Golden Handcuffs" harness releases AL-2 Peru Complex AL-5 Egypt Complex Once the

seed atom and releases the planetary "Golden Handcuffs" harness, the "Sun-8
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The Arc Seal Release and Shield of the Arc Codes Shield Induction of the

"Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence" is simple, as described below. As
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agenda Arc Seal Release 4-Stanz Code Sequence Note: Anyone can use this technique,
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ability to consciously release oneself from dimensionalised phase lock. Just as merkaba fields
are

which we can release ourselves from phase lock. They enable us to move (
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replenished by the release of a pulse of the Amoraea Flame. Every creation comes
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Plate dispensations were released (under pen name "Anna Hayes"- derived from "

Page:  74

In 2001, A"sha released the MCEO Masters Templar Planetary Stewardship Initiative Course-
Book. Between

Deanes continued to release A"sha"s Masters Spiritual Development MCEO CDT-Plate
translations, via Travel

in 2001, A"sha released the much-expanded :i"d Edition printing of the Voyagers

Page:  76

Fly," planned for release in late 2010. MCEO Speaker-3M ac Callaway continues her

Awakening"- planned for release in late summer 2010. A"sha"s focus in her commission
asMCEO
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Fly," planned for release in late 2010. A"sha continues progressive transcription of the GA-

Awakening," planned for release in late summer 2010. MCEO Speaker-2 A" san Deane
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Edge" (1995; released via AP in 2008), which contains her inspirational personal song
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version to be released 2005) The Primal Sound Fields are vast fields of Conscious
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Code technologies we release more and more levels of the Radial Body locks, which
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new "Emergency Release" supplementary data dispensed directly from the Eieyani, have been
revealed
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body") fields, initiating release/clearing of the "Tan· Na-KEi EM Virus"
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body") fields, initiating release/clearing of the "TanNa-KEi EM Virus" within the
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Neuronal Cluster. 7. Release of the Tryptoplasmic Seal on the original neuron Plasma
Blueprint
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contract inward, then release/expand outward to surround the 3 outer triangulating
tryptophasic neurons

contracts inward, then releases/expands outward, a "E-LAisa Burst" of Sun-8

Neuronal Cluster. 11. Release of the E-LAi-sa Burst causes the entire Neuronal

Cluster Blueprint then releases/expands back outward into the Tan-Chi-TEi Membrane (
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Helioplasmic-vapor- is released from the Krystar Core Silver Seed, directly into the center-
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the codes to release the Temple-2 E-LAi-sian Aquifer Seals. 2. "
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the codes to release the Temple-2 E-LAi-sian Aquifer Seals. 2. "
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HumBhrus Catheion Activation: Release of the 32 E-LAI-sian ARhAyas Al-HumBhrus Seals

Cha-RHa Cell, releases the Catheion Out-Flow-Wave & initiates KHY-Solar-symbiosis
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Consciousness Fields. 3. Release of the 28 ARhAyas AL-Hum-Bhrus Catheion Chismatic Seals



Chismatic Seals will release 5/29-30/2013, opening the personal/planetary AL-Hum-
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Catheion Seals will release 5/29-30/2013, opening the personal & planetary AI-

Bhra Passages Sparks release of the E-LAi-sian Catheion Chismatic Seals & opening
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the Catheion Seals releases the plasma membrane barriers between the 3 layers of the
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As the seals release the E-LAi-sian Passage opens (E-LAi-sian
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will fu lfill Release, opening the E-LAi-sa Passage by end 10/2013.
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the Cha-RHa releases a Tryptolase Burst Wave, opening the "Back Flow Seals"

Passage. 2. Upon release of the E-LAi-sian Back-Flow Seal, the Catheion
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~ 1 Stimulates release of bile Contracts bladder Chain ol sympathetic ganglia SympatJteUc
Dilale3
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beat, perspiration, hormonal release, gastrointestinal operation, neurotransmitter secretion,
etc .. the breath stands alone

response systems, netSoendocrine release of hormones, nitric oxide neurotransmission, fear
conditioning circuits (prefrontal
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·RHa Cell, releases the Catheion Out-Flow-Wave & initiates KHY·Solar~
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the codes to release the Temple-2 E-LAi-sian Aquifer Seals. 2. "
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30/13 pesonal): release of the 28 ARhAyas AL-Hum-Bhrus Catheion Chismatic Seals

Bhra Passages & release of the 1st 4 E-LAi-sian Catheion Chismatic Seal

29/2013. Personal release of the 32 AI-Hum-Bhrian Seals (28+4)
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Helioplasmic-vapor- is released from the Krystar Core Silver Seed, directly into the center-
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Consciousness Fields. 3. Release of the 28 ARhAyas AL-Hum-Bhrus Catheion Chismatic Seals

Chismatic Seals will release 5/29-30/2013, opening the personal/planetary AL-Hum-
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Catheion Seals will release 5/29-30/2013, opening the personal & planetary AI-

Bhra Passages Sparks release of the E-LAi-sian Catheion Chismatic Seals & opening
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the Catheion Seals releases the plasma membrane barriers between the 3 layers of the
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will fu lfill Release, opening the E-LAi-sa Passage by end 10/2013.
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the Cha-RHa releases a Tryptolase Burst Wave, opening the "Back Flow Seals"

Passage. 2. Upon release of the E-LAi-sian Back-Flow Seal, the Catheion
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HumBhrus Catheion Activation: Release of the 32 E-LAI-sian ARhAyas Al-HumBhrus Seals

Cha-RHa Cell, releases the Catheion Out-Flow-Wave & initiates KHY-Solar-symbiosis
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~? 1 Stimulales release or bile Contracts bladder ,..., • , ....._ Symp.u.
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30/13 pesonal): release of the 28 ARhAyas AL-Hum-Bhrus Catheion Chismatic Seals

Bhra Passages & release of the 1st 4 E-LAi-sian Catheion Chismatic Seal

29/2013. Personal release of the 32 AI-Hum-Bhrian Seals (28+4)
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Core Plasma Flows release into External Creation (through fulfillment of Stage-3), they
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Core Plasma Flows release into External Creation (5-8/2013), & progressively re-
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contain neurons that release corticotropin-releasing hormone and other hormones into the
hypophyseal portal
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"r"- s; Release of the SIGNET Star Crystal Seals within the embodied Internal

merge with the release of the embodied Signet Star Crystal Seals, forming the various
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Wave Rhythms and release of the Circadian Harness correspondingly triggers progressive
activation of the
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Yah ( 1 release/exhale) One .... Sigh, Un ...... Kry"sta a- DhA" -
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was permitted to release data on the existence, content and history ci the I
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) fields, initiating release/clearing of the "" Tan· Na-KEi EM Virus"
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Yah ( 1 release/exhale) One .... Sigh, Un ...... Kry"sta a- DhA" -
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public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
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merge with the release of the embodied Signet Star Crystal Seals, forming the various
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Wave Rhythms and release of the Circadian Harness correspondingly triggers progressive
activation of the
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contain neurons that release corticotropin-releasing hormone and other hormones into the
hypophyseal portal
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Seal Cl ~ Release of the SIGNET Star Crystal Seals within the embodied lntemal
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you. When you release electrical energy in this way, you become more "magnetic,
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corresponding Course-book
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public release of new materials is achieved at the expense of quality

from Product List release until their audio/video recordings and corresponding Course-book
Manuals

these materials were released for public review. As new ARhAyas Productions LLC teachings
are
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Lock-3 Seal release, the D-7 & D-5 Eiros fields merge to
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Units as they release from Phuing Partiki to travel between Signels. The propottions of
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you. When you release electrical energy in this way, you become more "magnetic,•
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Blend; cutminating in release from Space-Ttme finite Boundaries.
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we have permitted release of this letter to the entirety of our ARhAyas Productions
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"pops" or releases from the planetary Core "Anchoring Point" outward into the

activation "pops/releases" from the Planetary Core, certain usuallyactive Force-field Core
Security

Activation Wave to release f rom the Planetary Core into the Planetary Shields. This
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Psonn-1 1" released & recorded at Cathedral-1:1. 4/6/2015, Monday-

& 2) 1" released & reco rded at Cathedral-1:1. KDDL2 Expanded &
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Flux-Wave Field. Release of the Seals of KaLA" Oc"-Sha-TA within the
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the ability to release the organic MarkhetUre Template Space-Time Vector Phase-Lock upon
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during which is released a "short-burst intense activation-wave and datatranslation wave".

build rapidly and release their quantum-burst more intensely, they actually carry much less
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· \~ Openingthe Sealsreleases -.c.cA"..-~!jgl!!rp§lerSI!icl.sl ;
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Triptec ActiVCJtion" and release of the KoLA" Oc-sho-TA" ~als, in preparation
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Plasmantik Seals are released within the Chismatlc Time-Wave Template, passage between
External &
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atiOn allOws tor release of Time Vector Phase-lock from the Rhe"-TVe &
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once they are released from the Sheath of lila & Pan-Ciair" -ah



Flows activation and release of the KaLA Oc"-Sha"TA Time Template Seals within the

Time Wave will release from the.Eye of LE"-rue through the Sun-8/

TA Seals will release in the Plasma Time-Wave Template, allowing for the progression

the Plasma Template releases. Release of Vector Phase Lock in Earth"s planetary Time Wave

of LE"TUe will release a progressive Cycle of DN-5 Rhe"-TUe (Short

insufficient to fully release the KaLA Oc"-Sha-TA Seals to engage Vector Phase-

Vector Phase-Lock Release for Quanta Rha-Ta-Dha ARPS rotation. In this case

Vector Phose-Lock release for Quanta Rho-To"-Dho ARPS rotation into Median Earth/
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Time Template Seals release. This posed a condition of lnterplaneal Templar Physics that
would

0 . Seals release and Quanta Rho-To" -Dho Rotation" would not be

This initiated the release cycles of the Safar KalA" Oc"-Sha-TA Seals, through

Vector Phase-lock Release to become free from its historical Vector Lock-Down .

Down . Vector Release will enable the planet to shift out of its current
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the exhale to release and "park" the ""Tiny Pink Diamond" in the
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the exhale to release and "park" the "Tiny Pink Diamond" in the
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the HEALING and Release of ALL Suffering that the Eff-iyah Eternal Absolute Love/
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the exhale to release this energy as a wave of Eternal Eff-i-yah
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resonant vibration of release, relief, joy and gentle "laughter" . ...... FEEL. ...

laughing in joyous release, as a greater sense of lightness and well-being is

FEEL... the Healing, Release and Renewal of the "Atomic Giggle Wave". . ..

a "time release" fashion, in which the Eff-i-yah Crystals will "

heat up and release their data-flows" in response to your progression of frequency
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KHY Passage wave-release cycles. All of our remaining Live-Stream Sessions are being
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the ZhEon quantum, Release of Fetal Imprint Vo-Ba-TE Vector Lock-down, Transfiguration

Shell of Contention: Release of the NShe/1 of Contention/Bio-atomic Plasma-Harness"
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Lock is progressively released, enabling the spin-axis of atoms to align with numerous
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the ZhEon quantum, Release of Fetal Imprint Va-Ba-TE Vector Lock-down, Transfiguration

Shell of Contelftion: Release of the "Shell of Contention/Bio-atomic Plasma-Harness"
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Imprint Vector-Lock Release TrhU"-ah Body Activation Stage-8: lmmaculation of the DhA"-
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to rapid, simultaneous release of the Time-Cycle Vector Phase-Locks between Adashi cycles.

between Adashi cycles. Release of Adashi Cycle Vector-Phase-Lock initiates with
release/opening

Lock initiates with release/opening of the KalA " Oc"-Sha-TA Seals ("

O. Seals initiate release/opening, the "8-Stages of TrhU"-ah Body Activation"
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progressively transmutes and releases its Kalipsis Encryption Space-Time Biological Phase
lock through unfolding

Lock can be released through fulfillment of the organic Bhardoah Cycle Death Transition,
through

TE Cell is released. • If an incarnate cannot fulfill the complete organic Bhardoah

until it can release the Va-Ba-TE Fetal Imprint via Atomic Transfiguration or

Pan Dance" EarthCyncT"", Release of the Va-Ba-TE Fetal Imprint and Va-Ba-
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ZhEon birth-quantum, Release ofthe Vo-Bo-TE Fetal Imprint and Va-Ba-TE
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which would fully release the Va-Ba-TE" Cell "donated quantum", engage merger
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which would fully release the Va-Ba-TE" Cell "donated quantum·.
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Vector Phase-Lock Release. B. When the Eff-E"-Mah Transfiguration Cyc/e-2



Vector Phase-Lock Release. C. When the Eff-E"-Mah Transfiguration Cyc/e-3

Vector Phase-Lock Release. When the 3 Pana-KHY Adashi-Eckashi Seed Cycles of
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O. Seals usually release slowly & sequentially, one Seed-Cycle pair at a time,

K.O. Seals release sequentially but more rapidly via activation of the Trtptec Power-

K.O. Seals release, & the 3 Victory Seed Cycles unfold, simultaneously & most

Transfiguration co mpletes; Release of Adoshi·Eckoshi-1 K.O. Seols Pair initiates

Sliver Seal Pair release, () c. 0 Eckoshi Return Cycles ( Elfs) " Quanta

Merkaba activates • Release of Adoshi·Eckoshi·3 K.O. Seals Pair

~ol Pair release, • Es"·po To·Rho"-To Alignment e

Merkaba activates • Release of E!f·imo(J"·rhoi·J

1 activates • Release of Elf·im·o"·rhol·2

mation Seal Pair release, • Eff-1-mation immocu/otion Alignment engages. • Pana
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Mah) Transfiguration completes; Release of Adoshi-Eckoshi-1 K.O. Seals Pair initiates Eff-

Silver Seal Pair release (TrhU"-ah Act. STAGE-1), • Quanta Rha-Ta"-

+ E"kashi-2, Release at beginnint of TrhU;·oh Body Act. • STAGE•

+ Edashl-3 Release at beainninJ of TrhU"-oh Body Act.-STAGE-6 followlnc

activa tes • Release of Adashi-Eckashi-2 K.O. Seals Pair initiates B.

Silver Seal Pair release, • Quanta Ta-Rha"-ta Alignment engages, • Pana-KHY

Merkaba activates • Release of Adashi-Eckashi-3 K.O. Seals Pair initiates c.

Platinum Seal Pair release, • Es"-pa To-Rha"-Ta Alignment engages, • Pana-

Merkaba activates • Release of Eff-im-a"-rhal-1 K.O. Seals Pair

yah Seal Pair release, • Eff-A"-yah DhA"-Yah-fi-cation Alignment engages,

1 activates • Release of Eff-im-a"-rhal-2 K.O. Seals Pair

mation Seal Pair release, Activates Qvonto To -Rho"-To Merkaba after Golden-silver
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yoh Seal Pair release, • Efj-A"-yoh DhA"-Yah-fi-cation Alignment engages,

1 activates • Release of E/f-im-a"-rhal-2 K.O. Seals

mation Seal Pair release, • Eff-i-motion •mmaculation Alignment engages, • Pana-
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Vector-Lock Enctyptions release. I DPeh I • Flows llun SefWt"en e ,-.-. .
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simultaneous "Flashing Release of all K 0 Seal Sets In Expedited Pan-Pan
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Simultaneous "Flashing Release of all K.O. Seal Sets" ................ In Expedited Pan-
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Imprint Vector-Lock Release: -"Restoration & Transfiguration of the ZhEon"~ Birth of the
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Vector Lock-Down Release. Once initiated through the "Host Boost K+B infusion",

i-ron, and releases the Fetal Imprint Va-Ba-TE Vector Lock-Down on

at the Azura releases a Triptec Spark called the Spark of Eff-A"-yah

of Contention" progressively releases in layers over time, following: * initiation of the TrhU"-

Awakening), *"Flashing Release" of the K.O. Seals, •auanta Rha-Ta"-Dha
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Vector lock-Down Release (TrhU" -ah Body Stage-7 A). This "

Vector Lock-Down Release & Effiron Crystal:- Eye of lila releases a 12-point

Eye of lila releases a 12-point Effira KHY-Wave into the Va-Ba-

Vector Phase-Lock releases from the TrhU" -ah body, the Effira KHY-Wave

Ba-TE Cell released, the Intra-Violet Zeff-i-ron Broadcasts slowly but progressively

Lock-Down is released within the atomic body. The Zeff-iron Elemental Clearing Cycle

atomic Vector- Lock Release progresses in stages following each of the 3 "Seed
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i-ron, and releases the Fetal Imprint Va-Ba-TE Vector Lock-Down on

at the Azura releases a Triptec Spark called the Spark of Eff-A"-yah.

of Contention" progressively releases in layers over t ime. (TrhU" -ah Body

Sho-TA Seals release and Quon"to Rho-Ta"-DhoAiignment), Pana-KHY Spectra ELF-LUV
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Vector Lock-Down Release, Effira KHY-Wave & Effiron Crystal Birth: (TrhU" -
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mation Seal Pair release, " Eff·i-mation immacufation Alignment engages, • Pana-

yah Seal Pair release, • Eff·A"-yah DhA"-Yah·fi-catian

J activates • Release of Eff·lm·a"-rha/·2 K.
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Wave") Key, which releases the flow of the TrhU"-ah Elemental Panah-KHY currents

accesses, activated and released into the Plasmantik™ (Chismatic Internal plasma + Keylontic
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Wave") Key, which releases the flow of the TrhU"-ah Elemental Panah-KHY currents

accesses, activated and released into the Plasmantik™ (Chismatic Internal plasma + Keylontic
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Flows Encryption Template Releases TrhU" -ah Elemental Panah-KHY current flow. ELF (
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Flows Encryption Template Releases TrhU"-ah Elemental Panah-KHY current flow. ELF
(Equilibrium
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Flows Encryption Template Releases TrhU" -ah Elemental Panah·KHY current flow. ELF
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Flows Encryption Template Releases TrhU"-ah Elemental Panah-KHY current flow. ELF
(Equilibrium
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Flows Encryption Template Releases TrhU" -ah Elemental Panah KHY current flow. ELF (
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Vector Lock-Down Release (TrhU"-ah Body Stage-7A). This "Hosted Quantum

Vector Lock-Down Release & Elf/ron Crystal:- Eye of Lila releases a 12-

Eye of Lila releases a 12-point Effira KHY-Wave into the Va-Ba-

Vector Phase-Lock releases from the TrhU"-ah body, the Effira KHY-Wave engages

Ba-TE Cell released, the lntra-Vaolet Zeff-i-ron Broadcasts slowly but progressively

Lock-Down is released within the atomic body. The Zeff-iron Elemental Clearing Cycle

atomic Vector- Lock Release progresses in stages following each of the 3 "Seed
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i-ron, and releases the Fetal Imprint Va-Ba-TE Vector Lock-Down on

at the Azura releases a Triptec Spark called the Spark of Eff-A".ya~

of Contention" progressively releases in layers over time. (TrhU" -ah Body Stage
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Effira KHY-Wave released from Eye of lila (Pana-Co-LA"-Ra) Will:



Vector Phase-Lock release from the TrhU"-ah Body tailbone duct & form the

Eye of lila releases a 12-point Effira KHY-Wave into the Va-Ba-

Phase-lock initiate release from the TrhU"-ah body. ACTION-2: Effira KHY-Wave

ACTION-2: At release of the ZhEon "Blue Ice Pulse", the Effiron Crystal

ACTION-3: At release of the Effiron-Pink-Fire counter-pulse, the ZhEon-Biue-
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Ba-TE Cell release initiated, the Intra-Violet Zeff-i-ron Broadcasts slowly but

LockDown is progressively released within the atomic body. ACTION-2: The Zeff-i-ron

atomic Vector- Lock Release progresses in stages following each of the 3 "Seed
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Imprint Vector-Lock Release TrhU"-ah Body Activation Stoge-8: lmmoculotion of the DhA"-
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Imprint Vector-Lock Release TrhU"-ah Body Activation Stage-S: lmmaculation of the DhA"-
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Simultaneous "Flashing Release of all K.O Seal Sets" .. .. . In
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Imprint Vector-Lock Release: -"Restoration & Transfiguration of the ZhEon", Birth of the

Vector Lock-Down Release & Effiron Crystal, •tntro-Violet "Singing Vapor" Transfiguration
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Template to incrementally release External Creation atomic Space-Time Phaselock and
engage Plasmantik TrhU"-

usually beginning with release of the Seals of KaLA" Oc"-Sha-TA within the

Chismatic Plasma Template. Release of the Seals of KaLA" Oc"-Sha-TA engages the

Sho-TA Seals release and Quon"to Rho-To"·Dho Alignment), Pana-KHY Spectra
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Sha-TA Seals release and Qvan"ta Rha-To"-Dho Alignment) and Pana-KHY Spectra
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Imprint Vector-Lock Release: "Restoration & Transfiguration of the ZhEon", Birth of the

of the ZhEon Release of Time-Wave Lock-Down from the Fetal Imprint &

Eye of Lila releases a 12-point Eftira KHY-Wave into the Va-Ba-

Encryp.~ion to release the final Time- Wave Lock-Down from the Fetal lmprmt.



Vector Phase-Lock releases from the TrhU" -ah body, the Effira KHY-Wave

Ba-TE Cell released, the Intra-Violet Zeff+ron Broadcasts slowly but progressively vaporize

Kalipsis encryption) is released, within the atomic body. The Zeff-i-ron Elemental Clearing

of atomic VectorLock Release progresses in stages following each of the 3 "Seed
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atomic Vector-Lock Release, the final Transfiguration, referred to as the "lmmaculation
engages.

fulfilled Vector-Lock Release at completion of the Eff-A"-yah Cycle. At the

full frequency-broadcast release, expelling the final quantum of its Intra-Violet Broadcast (

Eye of Lila releases a Tri-Phase Triptec Spark called the Eff. im"-ah

i-ron Spark releases from the Zeff-i-ron at the Azura and travels
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and phases, it releases its first self-generated "Spark of Eternal l ife",
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Imprint Vector-Lock Release: -~"Restoration & Transfiguration of the ZhEon", Birth of the

of Li la releases a 12-point Effira KHY-Wave into the Va-Ba-

Ba-TE Cell released, the Intra-Violet Zeff-i-ron Broadcasts slowly but progressively

Lock-Down is released within the atomic body. The Zeff-i-ron Elemental Clearing

of atomic VectorLock Release progresses in stages following each of the 3 "Seed
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atomic Vector-Lock Release, the lmmaculation final Transfiguration engages. Through the
"lmmaculation" process

fulfilled Vector-Lock Release at completion of the E/f-A"-yah Cycle. At

violet Broadcast frequency release). Upon reaching the OhA"-Yah-TEl Point "Quantum Zero

Eye of Lila releases a Tri-Phase Triptec Spark called the Eff. im"·

Zeff+ron Spark releases from the Zeff+ron at the Azura and travels down

and phases, it releases its first self-generated "Spark of Eternal life", the
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Vector Lock-Down Release. Once initiated through the "Host Boost K+B infusion",

i-ron, and releases the Fetal Imprint Va-Ba-TE Vector Lock-Down on

at the Azura releases a Triptec Spark called the Spark of Eff-A"-yah

of Contention" progressively releases in layers over time, following: *initiation of the TrhU"-

Awakening), *"Flashing Release" of the K.O. Seals, *Quanta Rha-Ta"-Dha
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Vector Lock-Down Release (TrhU" -ah Body Stage-7 A). This "

Vector Lock-Down Release & Effiron Crystal:- Eye of Lila releases a 12-point

Eye of Lila releases a 12-point E/fira KHY-Wove into the Va-

Vector Phase-Lock releases from the TrhU"-ah body, the Effira KHY-Wave engages

Bo-TE Cell released, the Intra-Violet Zeff-i-ron Broadcasts slowly but progressively

lock-Down is released within the atomic body. The Zeff-iron Elemental Clearing Cycle

atomic Vector- Lock Release progresses in stages following each of the 3 "Seed
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i-ron, and releases the Fetal Imprint Va-Ba-TE Vector lock-Down on

the Azu ra releases a Triptec Spark called the Spark of Eff-A"-yah.(

of Contention" progressively releases in layers over time. (TrhU" -ah Body Stage

Sha-TA Seals release and Quan"ta Rho-Ta"-Dha Alignment), Pana-KHY Spectra ELF-
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1 Sliver Seols release, (T.A. STAGE-1), • Lila ELF-LUV Flows

Golden-Sillier Seals release, (T.A. STAGE 1), • TrhU"-al1 E.LF-

3"~ Atomic Vector Release " Quanta To-Rho"-To Merkaba activates • Pana-roa-

Platinum ~alf release, (T.A. STAGE-1), 0 Es"-pa To Rho"-
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·KHY Seals release, {T.A. STAGE-1), • E!f·im

·LUV seals release, (T.A. STAGE·l), • Eff·A"-

Vector Phase-Lock Releases • Eff·A"-yah DhA"·Yah·/
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2012 (and released in 2013) by the High Resolution Coronal Imaaer.1111 Magnetic

reconnec:rion allows release of energy stored in the Earth"s mapetic rail, injectina particles
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1 Sllwt Sb1b release. tT A. STAGE·ll, • li141 ELRUV Flow$ ltNbate

Jlan;~•ICHY Seals release, (T.A. $TAG£•1), • C/f..,_..·
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sufficient quantum to release the 151 set of K.O. Seals, engage the Quanta

Vector Phase-Lock Release from its Externai-Keylontic Time Cycle . Through the course

Vector Phase-Lock Release, nor will Atomic Transfiguration be a viable opt ion. Such
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larfje. rapid energy release. One possibility claims th~t enormous streams or jets of
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creates website & releases data from 2000 Cluster Mission; the "MMS" ( Magnetospheric
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AD· NASA release 1~"~ Photos of our galactic " FERMI BUBBLES" Gamma Ray
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K. 0. Seals release sequence within the Solar Plasma Template through several cycles of

K. 0. Seals release" would not be reached in Earth"s Templar; a condition that

Template, initiating the release codes of the Solar K. 0. Seals, in order that

Template to initiate release of the planetary K. 0. Seals. We were uncertain whether

K. 0. Seals release code Pana-coa-le"-tik transmissions", therefor these specific "

K. 0. Seals release-code freezeframe plasma encryption; thus these specific " Pink Ball"

0 . Seals Release & Pana-KHY Passage encryption, as will any organic "

not the Seals Release Code & Pana-KHY Passage encryptions. We took the opportunity

K. 0. Seals Release Code & Pana-KHY Passage encryptions, so that they may
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Vector Lock-Down Release, EJ/ira KHY-Wave & Ef/iron Crystal Birth: {
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Vector Lock-Down Release. Once initiated through the "Host Boost K+B infusion",

i-ron, and releases the Fetal Imprint Va-Ba-TE Vector Lock-Down on

at the Azura releases a Triptec Spark called the Spark of Eff-A"-yah

of Contention" progressively releases in layers over time, following: * initiation of the TrhU"-

* "Flashing Release" of the K. 0 . Seals, *Quanta Rho-Ta"-
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i-ron, and releases the Fetal Imprint Va-Ba-TE Vector l ockDown on

at the Azura releases a Triptec Spark called the Spark of Eff-A"-yah

of Contention" progressively releases in layers over t ime. (TrhU"-ah Body Stage

at the Azura releases an Eff-A"-yah Triptec Spark (composed of one

plasma crust" progressively releases in layers over time. (TrhU"-ah Body Stage 7B)

ron at AzurA releases Eff-A"-yah Triptec Spark into into "Death Seed



atomic-plasma crust" releases in layers over time. Keylontic"M Discourses for Daily Living ·
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our lint intended release of the new information In May 1016, I began transcribing
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"next wave" releases, and new data streams for several other subjects start up

"next wave" releases. In this regard, transcribing Guardian Transmissions has always been a

data wave to release in the Planetary Grids" before being able to complete a

Stream data-wave release is a physics-process inherent to the dynamics of Earth"s
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their new-data release dates to correspond, or EarthCync"", with specific Interactive
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Material"" transcriptions are released soan before, or during, important Interactive Planetary
Grid Activations, it

choice for the release date of the new the Guardian Material"" Excerpts reatured in

this new-data release with important new Planetary Temp/or & Template Activations that

information to be released. As an attachment with this Posting we have included a
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you. When you release electrical energy in this way. you personally become "more
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